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Families, come out of the shadows
.
The Lumberjack will not be published over spring break
| We will return April 14.
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a Students "feed the meter” during parking place take-over. Page
4
to April
Ss The Lumberjack's handy-dandy student voter's guide
Initiatives. Page6.

with
el "Into the Street” program finds the holes and fills them
student volunteers. Page 14.
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a No Alibi for the “sweetheart swindler.” Con man arrested
Page 15.
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= The ups and downs of motion sickness and what to do about

Page 17.

low to have a green thumb without soiling your

z
hands. Page 18.
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CURRENTS

Ss What do Scooby Doo, sculptured bushes and windmilis have in
common? The Humboldt international Film Festival. Page 23.

29

SPORTS

Music

Story - Telling
(with Jesse Austin)
New Games
Community Resource Far
Local Activity Imito
& More!
|

= Women's softball team storms Hayward Tourney. Page 29.
@ "Take down your fishin' pole and meet me at the fishin’ hole."

Local angling scene Is jumping for spring break. Page 31.

@ HSU has a chance to lead the way in alternative transportation.
Page 32.

ini
In the March 24 issue, Hal Genger's name was misspelled. Kelvin
Blanton's name was misspelled in the same issue. The Lumberjack
regrets the errors and any confusion they may have caused.
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HSU may have 1,000 fewer
students enrolled next fall because of a $3.2 million reduction
in state funding next year, according to popes | officials.
“Because of funding limitations, we are being forced tolimit

new-student enrollment so that
we can provide classes and a
quality education for the stuents we do enroll,” stated Robert Hannigan, dean of admissions, records and school relations, in a press release.

dents for the 1993-94 school year

was approved by CSU trustees
two weeks ago. The plan still
needs approval by the Legislature.
CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz
said he thought the fee increases
would receive Legislature's ap-

proval because he didn’t think
“the state will continue to afford
education to students whose
families can afford to pay.”
fees “is
student
Buti
only a Band-Aid solution”
to the
system’s budget problems,
Munitz said at a press conference Sunday.
“The fee increase proposal was
made under the assumption that
it would better the education of
those who are already there (enrolled in a university). It is the
General Fund from the state that
determines how many students
get there,” he said during the

press conference.
Munitz spoke in front of approximately 150 journalism students from four-year colleges
around the state, gathered for
the annual California Intercollegiate Press Association conference in San Jose.

The chancellor said fee increases would put the greatest
pressure on lower-middle-class
students, because the lower class
will receive financial aid, the
upper-middle-class will be eligible for student loans and the

Munitz said he would like to
see sliding scale fees in the CSU
fee scale would be
system.
based on a family’s ability to
pay.
Part of the fee-increase plan
includes Munitz’s proposal to
increase the money from fees
that gets appropriated to financial aid by one-third.
“If we raise student fees without adequate financial aid, it will
dangerously skew the socio-economic background of the student body,” he said.

upper-class students can pay
their own way.

See Munitz, page 7

Grad students

could pay
more than

$100 per unit
By Brandye Alexander
COMMUNITY EDITOR

Graduate students may have to pay
more than $100 per unit if the Legislature
passes a proposal approved by the CSU
Board of Trustees earlier this month.
If the state implements the policy of
setting fees at one-third the cost of education fees for study in master’s programs
and joint doctoral programs would be set
at a higher level than for undergraduate
baccalaureate programs, according to a
statement compiled for discussion purposes by a committee on anew approach
to fee revenue.
The committee met March 2 and in-

ROBERT SCHEER’ PHOTO EDITOR

Library ventilation for occassional drowsiness. Also
Geology senior Mitch Hrachiar, foreground, doesn'tblame the
in the photo Is history senior Dan Aragon In the Library.

Library air quality scrutinized

\
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“Up until now, it has been circumstan-

tialevidence linking library

staffailments

with air ventilation,” said Kevin Creed,

© To identify
a
a

possible corrective
ould improve _

standard air quality to meet or excee

the minimum standards and;

© To manent corrective measures

The HSU Library will soon undergo
anair-quality investigationtolookinto
years of complaints from students,
faculty and staff.
“From time to time we receivecomplaints about the air being stuffy, making students drowsy,” university Librarian Rina Fowler said. “The Li-

director of environmental health compliance for HSU. “There isaconcern thatthe
ventilation is not as good as it should be.
However, to date there has not been a
study.
thor
to make a determination as
“We
meets minimum airqual—toifthe Library
want this study tofind
We
ds.
ity standar
e
causes and propos protective measures
to make feasible changes,” he said.
Library Air
theesin
objectiv
Thep
for Prot
Reques
gation
Investi
y
Qualit
are:

which could be undertaken to resolve
these problems.
_ Creed said the Library staffand Vice
President for Academic Affairs Manuel
Esteban initiated the request to look
_into air quality.
yester_ Bids for the study were due
April
un
ed
review
be
day and will
16, when a contract will be issued.
es
If the chancellor’s office a
will
the contract by May 3 the study
b
ed
approv
isn’t
it
If
May.
begin in
fall.
until
start
May 3 the study won’t

aboutair ventilationsowe’vedecided
to have a mechanical engineer look

brary indoor air quality in all routinely
occupied spaces meets the minimum stan-

noticed themtheearly’80s)em
Fowler said.
well,”
selves not feeling

The Library’s two separate ventilation systems cause problems in the
flow of air ower the building.
of the library,,
The northern
the
the back stairwell,
which includes

dards set

and Health AdministraOffice of
tion to determine the probable cause or
causes for the air quality not meeting the
minimum standards;
© To identify indoor air quality prob-

after a new section of carpet was laid,
odors.
continued to
SerPhysical
to
e reported this
help” “They have
she said.
vices,
ful ... but they have limited equip-

tiaati
he i
the investigation.
By Jason Tennant

brary staff has expressed concerns
into these complaints.”

lobby and the twofloorsdirectlyabove
it, was built in the 1950s.

© To determine whether or not the liby ASHRAE

and California

lems that might be contributing to occupant health complaints;

“After the carpeting was put in (in

Fowler said a couple

of years ago,

See Library, page 4

cluded members of the California State
Student Association, the state Academic
Senate and chancellor's office staff.
The document also stated if graduate
fees were offered on a per-unit basis this
could amount to a $144.50-per-unit fee
based ona full-time graduate course load
of 12 units per semester.
The rationale behind differential graduate fees is it costs more to educate one
graduate student than an undergraduate, said Elizabeth Fenton, CSSA legislative affairs director.

“(The CSU) trustees don’t realize our

graduate students aren’t all doctors and
teachers,” Fenton said. “They range from
everything from social workers to nursing students ... and in ourailing economy
they won’t be finding jobs.”
is will have serious long-term effects
on the state economy, she said.
ReCeeerey peeneonar
posal, Fenton said.
The association will try to organize
duate students to lobby against the
lature and trustees.
“It will be very hard for people from
traditionally low-income and minority
backgrounds to go to graduate school. ...
There will be no incentive to come into
said, adding more
em,”
the (CSU) systshe
students will be graduating with outstanding loans.
Susan Bicknell, dean of research and
graduate studies, said it has not been

See Graduate, page 5

ee

In addition to facing stringent
admissions
ments, students face another
fee increase
next year as a result of budget
cuts. Student fees were raised 40
percent last year.
Aplan
to increase student fees
36
percent for undergraduates
and 64 percent for graduate stu-

.

By Auriana Koutnik
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Fee increase a ‘Band-Aid solution’
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Bicyclists demonstrate pedal power Library
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© Continued from page 3

By Julle Yamorsky

ment and staff.”

Creed said six or fewer em-

A group of students reserved
seven parking spaces on B Street
itions, surveys and valet bifor
to “clear a little space
le.”
for the
y senior Keith Gaudet,

ployees have gone to see a physician about related symptoms.
e
“Most cases have beeneyand
are
that
iratory problems
tto find actual cause-andd
effect relationships. However,
there have been a number of
ongoing, relatively frequent cons
cerns aboutcarpet pollutantexpressed by the library staff,” he
said.

oneof the coordinators of the demonstration, said the

was to

e transess
of alternativ
raise awaren
tion, establish new areas to

up bikes, address safety hazards and reduce the consumption

In summer 1991 the Library

of fossil fuels.

received a new portion of cart. Fresh air was circulated for
24 hours to assure high-volume
ventilation of fumes from carpet
adhesives.
“We will do sampling for
chemical analysis, but we don’t
know what we will find,” Creed

“Fifteen
bikes can fit in a
parki
space. Thirty or 40 people can stan
in that spot,” Gaudet said. “When
walk to class you see the street
ging, overflowing with people.
It’s dangerous.”
ing students to
Signs enco
“Feed the Meter” helped fund the
$14 fee for the parking permits for
eight hours.

bul

said.

Chemical study

“I’m hoping that by creating a
car-free zone we'll be creating a

The study will also look into
chemicals such as adhesives
used for book binding, chemi-

more friendly atmosphere
for alterNative trans
tion. If people feel

cals used in cleaning bathrooms

‘good about biking to school, they’Il

do it,” Gaudet said.
The demonstrators received permission from the University Police
De
t to occupy the
and were given blockades to avoid
interfering with traffic.
Gaudet said he hopes the results
of the petition will encourage the
Transportation Task Force to move
eo
dayight hours.

and carpet cleaning chemicals.
Outdoor sources of pollutants
Z.

HEATHER

BOLING/

Enviromental biology senior Ruaidhri Coughlin, right, and

Anthropology junior Courtney Smith park bikes on B Street

Friday. “We're trying to open up a dialogue between motorists
and bikers,"
Smith said.

Hey webslingers!
Gat)

Srl =

carpet samples were tested using
E981 method.
method was developed
in the 1960s
by the U.S. Department of Defense to test for the
of nerve gases
to be used
the U.S. Army in Vietnam for
clearing out tunnels,” stated
Mark
Goldman, manager of
Anderson Labs, in the winter
1993 issue of Environment and
Health.
The testing method defines
how the mice will be exposed
and how to collect and interpret
data based on changes in breathing patterns. The breathing-pattern changes in mice correspond
to human headache, eye, nose,

throat and upper respiratory irritation, according to the article.

Concerns nationwide
The connection between carpet pollutants and health complaints hasalsoreceived national
attention on a federal level.
Rep. Kweisi Mfume, Maryland, cited Anderson’s findings
in a Senate subcommittee meeting to encourage the Environmental Protection Agency and

Consumer Product Safety Com-

mission to take action.
“There are hundreds of comDiesel trucks loading and unplaints
across this nation from
g Arts buildthe Theatre
loaatdin
people who are demanding that
ing produce fumes which can
something be done about the
drift into the air intake just south
of multiple chemical sencause
ce.
of the Library’s main entran
sitivity
that
to be associCigarette smoke drifting into
these intakes will also be mea- ated with their contact with certain carpets,” Mfume said in Ensured.
vironment
and Health.
Carbon dioxide measureAnderson
expressed concern,
ments will also be taken during
in the article, over the CPSC’s
the ventilation analysis, Creed
toll-free recorded message which
dioxsaid. High levels of carbon
ide found in a given area will states in part, “The commission
indicate insufficient fresh air is does notcurrently have evidence
that specific chemical emissions
reaching that area.
are respon“We want to identify a cause coming from c
th
complaints
:
sible
for
the
ons
in those spefor such situati
associated with carpet installa;
cific areas,” he said.
Anderson Labs tested carpet tion. This does not mean that
are safe.”
samples from people who said
he message lists practical
their carpet made them sick.
steps for carpet
ing and
So far the toxicity of every
sample has been confirmed by installation oy tataseans
good ventilation.
its biological effects on mice. The

will also be considered.

Munitz
=~

eeP

>
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¢ Continued from page 3
Munitz also said he wants CSU campuses to have more
authority over funds received from the state but they should
also be held accountable for how the money is spent.
“I’m not talking about giving more authority to campus
presidents,” he said. “I’m talking about giving more money to
the campuses, but absolutely including an on-going consultation oan between the campuses and us.”
All
CSU campuses face an approximate 7 percent decrease from this year’s state budget allotment.
The 7 percent cut is the result of a 4.5 percent decrease in
state funding facing the entire CSU system next year, in
addition to a deficit amounting to more than 2 percent of the
entire CSU budget, Munitz said.
This reduction “is a further erosion of the Master Plan,
which outlines CSU’s goal to afford everyone with a quality

Featuring Original Comic Art * Comic Books *
Trading Cards ¢ Collecting Supplies
JACOBY STOREHOUSE - On the Plaza - Downtown Arcata

education,” Munitz said.

Increasing student fees “is a totally inad equate solution if
the state doesn’t fulfill its social commitment to higher education,” which is the only solution to California's higher
education problem, Munitz said.
If the state doesn’t deal with this problem “it will undermine its ability to compete economically,” he said.

eel
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Students bound for Vegas competition
™@ The mock-business event will host
about 25 schools from across the nation.
pe

ada

aona

Four HSU students
are headed
to Las Vegas with $10 million in
cash and assets and six days to
make it or break it.
But the money won’t be risked
ona throw of the dice at Caesar’s
Palace or the draw of a card at
the Stardust but ina dorm room
at University of Nevada, Las
Vegas.

Because the name of the game
isn’t craps or poker — it’s business.
Business students
will becom-

peting in The International Collegiate Business Policy Competition April 12-17.

Dean Makela, a 24-year-old
business administration senior
and former president
of the HSU
Business Club, said the event
allows students the chance to
run a corporation and compare
their skills with peers from other
universities.

As the Chief Executive Officer
of the fictitous MVP Corporation, a age ye specializing in
Modem
Virus Protection,
Makela leads the team back to
the competition as defending
champions in their division.
“The business exists in every-

thing but in the physical sense,”
Makela said. “We
base our decisions upon both the quarterly
reports and what we anticipate

against the heavy hitters.
“The big schools don’t go because they are expected to win,”
Makela said.
nter moduses comput
Theeve
els which simulate the effects of
the decisions made by the “executives” of each company.
Each team submits an executive business plan which outlines the history, management,
production, researchand develand financial obopment, pricing
jectives of the company.
The first two “years” of decisions are made from HSU each
week. The team makes its final
decision tomorrow. The final
three years are made at the com-

our competitors will do.”
Each team creates itsowntwoyear-old company and begins
the game with all the teams as
equals.
The executives of the company
include Makela, seniors Ken
Johnston and Jason Strauss, and

junior Russell Perry, all business
administration majors.

“The most difficult aspectis to

estimate what your competitors
will do,” Johnston said.

With

approximately

25

Beaver

of

schools participating, HSU will
directly compete against CSU
Fresno,

College

Glenside, Pa., and Southern
Nazarene University of Bethany,

petition.
The criteria for the event in-

Okla.

While the competition might
not have the reputation of a
Harvard or Stanford, it’s not because HSU is afraid to compete

clude net income, percent of
market, stock price, net worth

and profit margin. Teams must

tations, which
also make
are judged by CEOs and executive officers from corporations
nationwide.
ae
“It requires
quick
decisions
made widen ph
oc Makela
5
said. “You have tobe
One wrong decision can
knock
your company out of contention.”

HSU Business Club Adviser
and graduate student Rocky
Waters, said “As complex as it
is, it is not nearly as complex as
the economy of the real world.”
t team
The bigges
hurdle forthe
is to ante up for the trip. The
team receives IRA funds, business club funds, and has raised
some money, butstill needs $600.

“Local business haven’t given
us as much money this year because of tough economic times,”
Makela said.

Cultural sensitivity
Groups
By Frank Mina
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Members of The Lumberjack

staff will meet with members of
campus minority organizations

tomorrow to work out a way for
the newspaper’s staff to receive

ongoing cultural diversity train-

ing.
The decision came during a
roundtable discussion Thursday
which brought together members of The Lumberjack staff, the

Black Student Union, the Asian
Student Union, MECHA and the
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Stu-

dent Association.
Roy Recio, Asian Student
Union president and a Lumberjack staff member, organized the
discussion.
The meeting was held three
days after Associated Students
passed an advisory resolution
requesting the newspaper staff

and its adviser undergo cultural
sensitivity training.

“There is no cultural sensitiv-

ity of reporters covering events.
There is a lack of sensitivity” in
The Lumberjack, said sociology
junior Ilana Kaufman.
“Cultural sensitivity is not

white people taking African
dance,” she said. “It’s not white
ple listening to African music. It’s black people saying, ‘I
want to tell you about my experiences. I want to tell you about

talking to my grandmother. I
want to tell you about my expe-

riences with racism.’”
Jim Waters, The Lumberjack

editor in chief, said he would be
willing to recommend cultural
sensitivity training to the next
staff to continue this semester's
progress.
“But,” Waters said, “the newspaper is always going to reflect
society.”

Participants discussed griev-

ances with The

Lumberjack,

which included an advertisement printed in the Nov. 4 issue
of the newspaper and the use of
the title “guest columnist” in the

Opinion section.

© Continued from page 3

“guest columnist” infers more
credibility than the letters to the

determined how the fee increase would affect graduate pro-

editor.
After the meeting
Waters said,
“I think if we all act it will have
been a very productive discus-

increase if it is approved.
Enrollment in graduate programs at HSU is expecte d to be
lower if the increase goes through, but to what extent is
unknown until the reinvestment in financial aid is determined,

sion.”

she said.

Some participants said the title

Jeff Bernstein, GLBSA

grams at HSU or how financial aid will compensate for the

There are now 940 graduate students enrolled at HSU.

mem-

Bicknell said it is likely the proposal will be approved by the

ber, said he felt the meeting was

Legislature for several reasons.
Poor economic conditions in the state have legislators looking for ways to find additional revenue, she said, and regard-

helpful to a point.
“I am very pleased with the
movement to accept cultural sen-

less of their support of higher education they will not turn
down an opportunity to raise revenue with the approval of the
chancellor and the board of trustees.
Jason Kirkpatrick, HSU’s CSSA representative, said it’s time
for the CSU administration to find new ways to raise revenue.
“The administration sees the only way to increase revenue is
to increase fees,” the political science senior said. “(The administration hasn’t) even considered any other options ... it’s time

sitivity,” said the child development and psychology senior,
“but I fear this won’t happen
every semester.
“Iam pleased we had this talk

today, but
there will
ony for
was led to

I am frightened that
not be a change in
advertisements as |
believe last semes-

to do that.”

Kirkpatrick also said financial aid will not compensate for

ter

Waters said, “I think mutual
respect and mutual compromise
are important to the whole thing
being a positive experience for
everybody.”

the fee increase.

“Only one-third of the fee hikes will be put into financial aid

even though half of the students in the CSU are on financial
aid,” he said.

an. *9°
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® Association
~ warns students of
financial concerns
surrounding the
Lumberjack issue.

@ The Lumberjack

symbol is not on any
uniforms, but there
will be a cost to the
eThe first initiative
calls for an

of $4 to the $24 fee
increase
to
pay
already
students
Associated

By David Courtland

yet
not
initiative
eAnother
completed will, if passed, deal

The

Students.

al nt
an A.S. goverme
is pos
pro
initiative introduced by the A.S.

Efforts to change HSU’s mascot have drawn sharp criticism
from the HSU Alumni Association. ©

“The association is emphatically against any ch
at this
time,” said Director of Alumni
Affairs Pam Allen.
The approximately 25,000member organization could ask
the student body to pay the cost
of allowing it to participate in

is not
programs. If the initiative
lose
will
passed, the programs
in
$30,000
approximately
funding.

the A.S. council April 12.
eThere is an advisory for HSU

President Alistair McCrone to
decide whether or not the HSU

eThe Fare Share initiative
proposed by AS. member
Teresa Morales, suggests a

remain

’s mascot in a Feb. 4

letter written by its president,
G
Morris.
here are many

emotional

and financial implications the
students promoting the change
seem to

be ignoring,” Morris

stated in the letter to HSU President Alistair McCrone.
The letter followed a meeting
of the board of directorsand HSU
student Jim Tietz, the environ-

mental biology senior who proposed the change at an Associated Students meeting last fall.
“We (the directors) did not find

his argument compelling and do

not support the efforts to change
the mascot,” Morris stated.

making more funds available for
academic programs.

JEN KINAVEY/ THE LUMBERJACK

RESEARCH BY FRANK MINA / THE LUMBERJACK

sity. “I’d expect to see some diThe directors also questioned
the right of enrolled studentsto | minishment of donations.”
Among alumni who say they
make a change affecting both
will stop supporting HSU if the
undergraduates and graduates.
mascot is changed is Otto
“Twenty-five alumni have eiHolgerson,
a member of the
ther written or called from
Class of 1963.
throughout the state voicing
Holgerson wrote in a letter to
opposition,” Allen said. “There
in February stathas not been a single call or let- The Lumberjack
ing
that
the
university
would
ter that’s supportive of this; the
lose its identity if the mascot is
only correspondence we've received has been against it.”
Allen said changing the mas-

changed and only alumni and
residents of the community who

pact on donations to the univer-

versity should have a voice in

pay taxes in support of the uni-

cot could have an adverse im-

changing it.
“They’re the ones who support the college,” Holgerson
said ina telephone interview.
HSU graduate Cynthia
Rosenberg,

the

alumni

association's treasurer,agreed
that a mascot change would
cost the university its identity.
“It’sa reallyidentifiableemblem,” Rosenberg said of the

lumberjack. “You tell people

that you’re a lumberjack, and
they immediately
know where
you’re from.”

A.S. budget dependent upon $4 increase
By Ray Larsen
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Associated Students council voted Monday night to ap-

prove a $322,000 1993-94 budget
draft based on a $4 fee increase.
The tentative budget is based
onthe presumption that students
will approve the $4 increase
during elections held April 2729.
» Amber Whaley, A.S. adminis-

trative vice president, said if the
increase does not pass then the
council will reconvene May 3 to

$1,000 from the $4,000 A.S. publicity fund to help subsidize the

approve a backup $294,000 budget built around no increase.

women’s center’s Matrix publication.

The approved budget now

goes to A.S. President Emma

An increase of $1,225 in funding forelectionshad already been
added to the A.S. budget for
rojects paid out of the publicity
udget in the past.

Young who has until April 16 to
exercise her line-item veto option before it goes to HSU President Alistair McCrone for final
approval by April 30.
he Peer Resource Center,
Cultural Center, Women’s Cen-

“(The budget committee)
didn’t subtract the money from

publicity and since they do an
excellent job of publicizing the

ter and Activities Coordinating

Board sent representatives to the
council to appeal their budget
allocations.
The council voted to move

=—~—~———””———
STAFF
LUMBERJACK

Although one consistent point
of view can not be targeted
throughout the entire athletic det, one opinion is clear —
the lumberjack is a tradition and
not meant to be political.
“Instead of suggesting that the
mascot I
lumberjack is not a8
think a better one should be suggested, then see how that goes
over,” Athletic Director Chuck

the vote, she said.

The association’s board of directors —— thelumberjack

department.
By Kristen McGarity

A.S.,

we

should

give

the

Women’s Center the money,”
Arts and Humanities Represen-

tative Teresa Morales said.
“Are we going to publicize

that we exist or are we
to show that we exist by
ing programs that show
we stand for?” Morales

going
fundwhat
said.

The job of the A.S. also was

questioned in a discussion of
whether to approve the Cultural Center’s request to shift
$2,000 from its special projects
budget to cover scholarships
in order to attract C.C. leadership.

See Budget, next page

DENTISTRY

Lindemenn said.
“Idon’tthink weshould change
the mascot, I see the lumberjack
as standing for hard work and
dedication,” political science junior Eric Swift, football player said.
“It’s the way of Humboldt, this is
a lumber industry.”
Lindemenn said he feels that
given all that is going on around
the university, “this seems like an
incredibly minor problem.”
“We are in the worst budget
crises in history, there’s just one
problem
after
another,”
Lindemenn said.
“A mascot change just seems
absolutely insignificant right
now.,” he said
There would be some costs to

the athletic department. The lum-

berjack symbol is not used on any
team uniforms, however it is on

the score board, the football helmets and a large supply of stationary.

“The bottom line is if it cost 50
cents, that’s more than we can
afford,” Lindemenn said.
The first vote, April 27 - 29, will
be whether or not to change the
mascot. If the majority of students
vote to change it, then a second

vote will decide what to change it
to.

“I want to know if the Lumber-

jack will be allowed to be on the
(second) ballot,” Lindemenn said.
“If it is, my guess is that it (the

Lumberjack) will get the majority
vote, even if there was only two
choices,” he said.

“I don’t think that it will happen,” Lindemenn said.
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The Lumberjack

‘zitieogneteercee CEA works to remove
e

place in the feature photo on-the-spot

Sam compen cra GOV. Wilson from office
student weeklies, The Lumberjack took
1st place for its news section and its overall design.
A 2nd place was awarded for The
and 3rd place was awarded to former

efforts to put Gov. Pete Wilson out of

Editors in Chief Robert Britt and P.J.
Johnston for best editorial and opinion

office

said. “He tried to break all the bargaining
pa
laws in the yo
Wilson was also going to
Solari said
benefits,
remove many of the workers’
ely
“absolut
esand
eliminate salary increas
sysdecimate the collective-bargaining

Ce

about the
concernsed
Solari also expres
she
because,
system
proposed charter
around
getting
said, it could be a way of

By Jeanette Good
LUMBERJACK STAFF

‘Jack’s arts and entertainment coverage

Lumberjack wins awards
The Lumberjack received seven awards
from the California Intercollegiate Press
Association last weekend.
The Lumberjack and.27 other univer-

Yolanda Solari, president of the California State Employees ee
told
em ees
aspeech
Thursday that

columns, respectively.
The Lumberjack was also awarded 3rd
place for general excellence.

The Humboldt County Coroner has

annual conference, hosted by San Jose

not determined the cause of death of art
studio
homore
Derek Lagerwerff.

is woektiie hard to

the

governor.
“We cannot afford to have those kinds
of legislators around, especially when
they constantly kick you in the face,”
Solari said.
Solari, who represents about 140,000
employees including maintenance, janitorial and clerical workers in the CSU
system, said this is the first effort of the
non-partisan group to expel a governor
from office.
e
Cae
TheCSEA is in the process of raising $5
million to accomplish the task, and union

Cause of death unknown

sity publications attended the CIPA’s

State University.
There were 268 delegates from 19 universities who competed in the CIPA on-

Student activists aren’t alone in their

Lagerwerff
died-March 20 at Mad River
Hospital in Arcata.
>

Budget
°Continued from previous page

"members are being asked to take a $2-

per-month reduction in pay to help raise
the money.
Solari said CSEA membership at HSU
needs to be doubled in order to get Wilson out of office.
She said the CSEA does not have
enough access to the governor even
though prior to his election Wilson said
“his door would always be open.”
In an interview after her speech, Solari
said the governor does not talk to or meet
with his employees.
“He has not been fair with us,” she

“We have to define what we want the role of the A.S. to be,” Whaley said. “Is
it to pay
le to do . or to fund things that benefit everyone?”
“I would like to see the ultural Center to get out there with a bang and put
” Whaley said.
on alotof special
The A.S. voted to fund the scholarships with the special project money and
had to move $160 from unallocated funds to cover workers compensation for

the funded C.C. leadership.

if A.S. takes $2,000 from special projects that
“Don’t get in the mind-set that

it will stay that way,” Student Affairs Vice President Kelly Johnson said. “Give

them a chance to use their scholarships and get people to jump on their
bandwagons and find ways to make their programs work.”

tem.”

tions.

She said if the campus becomes a part
of the charter
—
project then state
employees could
lose their jobs to the
private sector in a

process called “contracting out.”

claim that

they're
Yolanda ‘So lar

(work)

getting
done

cheaper on the outside because of the salaries and benefits
of publicemployees,” she said. “But when
you look at the word ‘cheaper,’ as you
know, you get what you pay for.”
“It (contracting out) could happen ona
charter,” Solari said. “This is why we
have to watch the legislation and how
they’re going to be chartered and make
sure that they do retain a collective-bargaining system.”

But Solari said the CSEA has been assured by HSU President Alistair McCrone

that it would still have input to the sys-

tem under the charter project.

A.S. PR
APPEARI
@ Program Saver Referéndum- Do you favor increasing t
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academic year) to su}
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Clinton’s plan receives little support
- from HSU’s economics department
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get better, it will get worse,” he

will do more harm than good.

raising taxes, Kasun said it is a

most economics professors said the plan

and
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@ From higher taxes to minimum wage,

@

with no benefit to the millions

By David Link
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who need help,” Kasun said.
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President Clinton’s economic
ge may be well-received by
ocratic Party members, but
HSU economics professors have
a mixed view of the plan.
The House and the Senate both
passed versions of Clinton’s budget proposal last week, which is

videos and more
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The Board of Trustees is
the highest policy-making
The
body in the CSU.
Trustees initiate policy for
Fees/Tuition,
Student
Financial Aid, Admissions
Academic
Criteria,
Curriculum, and other
areas that affect the CSU
system and HSU. A new
Student Trustee is now
being sought to serve a
two year term from July,
1993 through June, 1995.
The new deadline to apply
is 5pm, April 14, 1993.
For more information, call

the

Cal

State

Student

Association at 310-9852645, or contact HSU's
CSSA _ Representative,
at
Jason Kirkpatrick,
826-5415
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is will disemploy unskilled
people who
and inexperie
can’t produce enough to justify

watch these things; they follow
who the big money winners are,
and invest in them.”
:

wage

to $5 per hour.

giving them thishigherminimum

already financial markets which

Mortazavi di

7 Saying

these industries
“are critical for
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Associated
Students

mistake to raise the minimum

“Clinton's staff thinks this is
an industry on the American
frontier,” Kasun said. “There are

insommniacs.

M-TH 5-8P.M.

FRIDAY 4-8P.M. 2

eee

business office, so begin
campaigning today. Call

This advertisment
has been funded by the

ying jobs, which doesn’t hel
le at all.
!

Kasun said.
to be competitive with
e said making it legal to hire _ f
Japan
and
Europe in the future.
people as apprentices and giving
“People will be retrained from
them apprentice wages would be
military
jobs for a future in an
n
perso
The
tive.
more
information
society” because
could
economy more time to recover _wodtd acquire a skill they
thatis
where
the
country
is headand then undertaken some of then go out and use to get a bet- ing, he said.
on
to cut shortfalls in the
ter-paying job, Kasun said.
get by $510 billion over the the new programs;,stté said.
“1 also think it’s a good idea
Another part of the plan the
Professor Saeed Mortazavi
next five years.
for
the government to subsidize
the
is
with
The plan will reduce the defi-. agreed higher taxes will not be professors don’t agree
small
businesses because they
proposal to give incentives to
citby increasing
taxes and spend- beneficial to the economy.
ing cuts. The tax increases will _ “T think (Clinton) is sincere in gy oe businesses, such as need the most help,” he said.
Mortazavi said investment tax
wanting to lower the deficit, but the high-tech industry of
mostly effect corporations and
credits
are a very good idea for
.
Valley
n
_. the wealthy, and spending cuts with all the discussion of raising California's Silico
small
businesses
but they will
Grobey suggests a different
taxes the debt will get worse,”
will hit the military the hardest.
not work for large companies.
th to take.
he said.
Staff from both chambers plan
Kasun sums up the economic
g
ad
dizin
busisubsi
of
“Inste
Economics Professor and deto enact a compromise version
plan
by saying, “It’s like beating
e
regunesses, they should reduc
partment
Chair JohnGrobey also
of the plan next week. The spendyour
horse while feeding him
latory burdens on businesses,”
thinks Clinton is making a mising cuts and tax increases will be
take by proposing higher taxes. Grobey said. “If youask any small carrots. One is supposed to offput forth in future bills.
businessman what he spends set the other. None of this seems
“The higher taxes will choke
Economics
Professor
most of his time on, he’ll tell you to be leading anywhere.”
off the recovery that is going on
Jacqueline
Kasun_
thinks
Kasun acknowledges the reClinton’s plan will increase the now. What we need is more tax it’s filling out federal forms.”
sults
of the economic plan deplan
the
of
part
this
said
Kasun
cuts,” to control the deficit, :
deficit and nothelp theeconomy.
pend
on what the final figures
se
busithe
becau
idea
bad
a
is
“All he seems to be doing is Grobey said.
are,
in
terms of tax hikes and
nesses Clinton wants to subsi“There is more spending than
kicking problems under the rug
dize all generate skilled, high- special incentives.
cuts so (the economy) will not
at a great deal of public expense,

AS. Elections packets are
now available at the A.S.

Kasun said she thinks the tax
increase Clinton wants will be
counterproductive.
“The main problem is that he
is proposing significantly higher
taxes. This always depresses the
economy,” Kasun said.
Clinton should have given the

“ih addition to the problemsof
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We have extended our store hours to MIDNIGHT,
Sunday through Thursday, and just to make sure
that you will want to take advantage of these new
late night hours, we are bringing back our famous
HAPPY HOUR discounts!

HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS
(7pm to midnight - Sunday through Thursday)
D 5¢ copies on self-serve copiers

D $5.00 an hour on Macintosh rentals
D 50¢ laser prints

Red Hots

the copy center

_ $1.25 a shot

Open 7 Days
1618 G St. - Arcata 822-8712
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Vegan club looking for an adviser
@ The vegetarian group wants to raise
awareness about health concerns
associated with eating meat products.

@ On March 23,a white
male with short dark hair,
wearing a
ndy shirt,
dark jeans and light-colored high tops exposed
rs on the
himself to
trail from the upper playCreekview
ing field to

to eat better than what is being

By David Link

offered.”
Neely Bryant,an environmental biology freshman, said Wumberjack Enterprises
has provided
another option, Jacks, but it is
not practical for most students
living on campus.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Vegan Vegetarian Club is
on campus for people who want
to learn more about this lifestyle,
and it is looking for new members — and an adviser.
A vegan, as described by the

Apartments.

@ Wednesday, the rear
plate from a state vehicle
was stolen. The rear plates
from six other government
vehicles were also reported
stolen.

“(The restaurant) Jacks has

very high prices, no wide range
of food and no bulk food. Students end up spending all their
ints there” for food that can be
ught for about 30 percent less
at the Co-op, she said.
Waszkowski said the group is
now talking with LJE and the
Arcata Co-op about having students’ meal cards accepted at
the Co-op, along with credit

club’s constitution, “is a person

who doesn’t eat or wear products of animal origin and is kind
to humans, animals and nature.”
The Vegan Vegetarian Club

started to raise awareness about
problems associated with eating
animal products, mainly health
concerns.
It started in fall of 1992, and
has about 40 members on its
phone list, and is looking for an

@ Thursday, a backpack
containing cash was found
in the Library book drop
box.
@ Saturday, a Pedigree

cards.

10-speed road bike valued

This would give students who
live and eat on campus a chance
toeat healthy, fresh food, he said.
Waszkowski said there isnow

adviser leading a vegan lifestyle.

Club
founder
Orange
Waszkowski, a women’s study

special major senior , was filling

at $349 was stolen from the
bike racks at Gist Hall.

@ Sunday,

a survey in the Co-op asking

a hole when he started the club
because there wasn’t an organization of this type at HSU, a surprise to him, he said.
He said he has beena vegan for
about eight years, and when he
stopped eating animal products
his health benefited.
“I felt better, I had more energy and I wasn’t tired all the
time,” he said.
He said one purpose of starting the club was to try to change
the type of food served by Lumberjack Enterprises, food he considers substandard for the students who live on campus and
use a meal card.
“The food was basically killing me. I was losing my ability to
have my brain function,”
Waszkowski said. “We need to
give help for students who need

customers if they would be supportive of this plan.
“(LJE) should be compassionate to what is happening in the
community”

in terms of the

healthy food students should
have access to, he said.
Waszkowski said Round Table
Pizza at 600 F St. in Arcata already accepts student meal cards
and the Co-op should follow the
example.
The club has helped stage
events on campus relating to
veganism, events such as the
“Great American Meat-Out”
held March 20 in the Jolly Giant
Commons. One line in the cafeteria served only vegan food,
such as tempeh sloppy joes, a
tahini pasta dish, and all-organic
burritos, Bryant said

i

DAVID KLEINPETERY LUMBERJACK STAFF
Vegan club members Amie Pearimam, left, Georgiana Woods
and Neele Bryant said they want a more varied selection of hot
food to be offered on campus.
Tahini is a butter rich in pro-

tein which is made from sesame
seeds, and tempeh is a mixture
of soybeans and a rhizopus culture, also high in protein.
Another way the club has
raised
awareness
about
veganism was by giving out free
vegan food on the Quad last semester. Bryant said it alsoserved

vegan food last semester at
Hemp Fest West and at Lumberjack Days.

Waszkowski said the club is
bringing a speaker to campus to

Cable
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°Variety

H.S.U

trash

of affordable
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&

The free presentation will
countas one unit of school credit
for nursing students
and is open
to the public.

660 14-speed

mountain

bike valued at $900 was
stolen from the south side

of the Natural Resources

building.
@ Monday, two motorcycles were reported being

ridden inside of the The-

ater Arts building. The two

riders said they had permission , because they are
involved in a play.
— Jason Tennant
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Room & Laundry Facilities
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question-and-answer session.
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e Anonymous
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Dr. Michael Kalper, director
of the Institute of Nutrition Education and Research in Manhattan Beach, will speak in the Kate
Buchanan room May 1.
There will be a vegan buffet,
along with a slide show and a

Gym.
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eFree

lecture and host a workshop
about health risks associated
with eating animal products.

rate narcotics violations
were cited around the East
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Run for Student Government Office
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Student Council

President

«|

Representatives

Serves as the official representative of the A.S.
May propose legislation to the A.S. council
Chairs the Executive Committee
Has power of veto over A.S. legislation
Makes appointments to committees for the A.S.
Paid stipend; one-year term

Two from each college:
Arts & Humanities
Behaviroral & Social Sciences
Natural Resources & Sciences
Professional Studies

Legislative Vice President

Undeclared

Chief legislative assistant to President

Formulates A.S. rules, regulations and policies
Makes appropriations from the A.S. treasury
Promotes the use and developement of A.S.
programs
Monitors A.S. budgets and services
Member of at least two committees

Chairs the A.S. Council
Recieves information from A.S. committees

Is responsible for te maintenance of and
adherence to the A.S. Code
Member of the Executive Committee

Paid stipend; one-year term

Serves as liaison for two A.S. programs
Two office hours per week; one-year term

Administrative Vice President
Chief administrative assistant to President
Chairs the Board of Finance
Chief fiscal. advisor to the A.S.Government

Assumes duties of President in times of absence
Member of the Executive Committee

NOTICE
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Paid stipend; one-year term

Student Affairs Vice President
Chief advisor on student affairs to the President
Chairs the A.S. Student Affairs Committee
Member of the UC Board of Directors
Member of the Student Affairs Committee
Member of the Executive Committee

for filing candidacy
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Women’s conference sparks anger, hope
@ Women from diverse cultures and
races join together in an international tour
and an effort to make rape a war crime.
“Women in every city are ex-

By Dawn Hobbs
CUMBERJACK STAFF

periencing the fear of violence
against them as they walk

SAN FRANCISCO —Women
from around the world joined in

solidarity for a U.S. tour in response to the systematic rape of
women and children in former

Yugoslavia.
Representatives

from

the

Women’s Centerand the Islamic
Student Association joined
women from Bosnia, Serbia,

Croatia, Central America, Korea

and the Middle East to demon-

strate the universality of rape
and to call for immediate rectification of systematicrape through
the United Nations and individual countries.
“Itis important to realize what
is happening is not isolated,”
Erika Derkas of the Women’s
Center said at the tour’s conference in San Francisco Sunday.

Rape has historically been a
weapon of war and “it is important to take advantage of the
timeliness of the incidents to
come together in a global sisterhood,” Derkas said, “ because
no one is going to stop (the tor-

through the streets at night,” she
said.
“So while there are not tanks
in the streets in San Francisco,
Chicago or L.A.,” Stromberg
said, “and uniformed military
are not walking around, there is
virtually a war against women
in this country.”
An American woman is attacked every minute in this country, raped every four minutes
and one in four American
womenare victimsof incest, said
Elena Featherston, a human

rights activist who recently returned from conducting anti-racist training in Germany for the

“In the next couple minutes
more than 10 American women
will be subjected to a sexual crime
and, to my knowledge, we are
not at war,” said Featherston,
recipient of the Black Filmmaker’ saward for her documentary on Alice Walker.
The mainstream media is giving a voice only to the leaders of
warring sides and not to those

includes

risking our lives to

NTERSP-

stops in
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demand the
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dio report
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ness and

“Our
oe neern

when
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began

hear
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1 € W S
buna CY a,
about
rape as a
war crime and the United States women in the former Yugoslaratify the U.N. Convention on via and, specifically, the stories
All Forms of of mass systematic rape in
the Eliminatofion
was that the
Bosnia-Herzegovina
Discrimination AgainstWomen.
as a
depicted
being
was
“Over 100othercountrieshave story
or
little
ratified the convention except very foreign story with
for the United States,” said no relevanceto women at home
Vivian Stromberg, founder and __in this country or abroad,” said
executive director of MADRE. _ Flanders, who broadcasted tes“An international network of timonies in 1992 which helped
women from virtually every break the sto of mass rape in
via.
country in the world have come former Yu
“If
it
res
us risking
our
together to join the U.N. World
lives
to
say
that
it’s
not
OK
for
Conference on Human Rights in
Vienna in June 1993 to call for

the U.N. to include women’s
rights in their declaration,”
Stromberg said.

TERI CARNICELLVTHE LUMBERJACK

Durda Knezeric, left, a “bad Croation” because of her efforts against her government, and Mirna

Cunningham, a Miskito Indian from Nicaragua, show their weariness from travelling from coast

to coast and internationally.

Green Party.

ture) but us.”
The national tour, MOTHER ‘affected directly by this war —
the women and children, said
COURAGEII, wassponsored by
Laura Flanders, media analyst
MADRE, a New York based
and host
women’s
exand
internaecutive
:
wie?
tionalproducer
If it requires Us
peace netof COUi
work, and

Toronto,

Phen Dewnenenel

women to be d

because of

hatreds wedon’tbelieve in, then
we think itis worth it,” Flanders

said.

“Women will prioritize

other women above and beyond
the manipulation and messages
that they get from their government and the media.”
Dr. Mirna Cunningham, a
Miskito Indian from Nicaragua,
former Sandinista governor and
member of the National Assembly of Nicaragua, was kidnapped from her clinic by
Contra forces.
“In 1981, together witha group

of women, I was captured, tortured and raped by people that
were supported by the U.S.

administration,”
(Reagan)
Cunningham said.
Women are being raped in
Chile, Venezuela, Central
America, the United States, Eu-

rope, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Croatia and Serbia, she said.
It is difficult to explain the
oppressive history of women
around the world “but the one
thing we can all understand is
the violence against women,”

Cunningham said.
Croatian and Serbian women
are being raped in the civil war,
but the =,
rape of the
Bosnian
Muslims is “a systematic, organized program of raping women for the purpose of
said Dr. Safija
eliminating them,”

Sarich, a

Bosnian Muslim and

historian now living in the
United States.
Because the country is under
seige, it is difficult for anyone to
et in and out of Bosniaerzegovina, “but we have evidence of what is going on based
of those women
upon testimony
who have been lucky enough to
come out of the country and are
now living as refugees in
a
other places, Sarich
The invading soldiers’ main
is to occupy the land and
ey accomplish this by placing
themen inconcentration camps,
separating them from their fami-

Erika Derkas, left, and Graciela Ornelas from the HSU Women's

Center went to San Francisco to show support in pressing the
United Nations to make rape a war crime.

lies.
“This is euphemistically referred to as ‘ethnic
‘

and this is not cleansing anything — this is a vile abomina-

tion of human character to do
this to a human being,” Sarich
said.
After the men are gone, the
women and girls are put into a

camp “and are gang-raped repeatedly every night and are

detained in that camp until their
oppressors
are sure

that they are

[erenres detained until it is
yond a point that a woman
can, if she wish, without endanher life, obtain an abortion,” she said, adding that “skeletal forms are left in refugee
camps because there is not
enough food to feed these babies.”
Other women are taken into
commandeered buildings where
women are “raped, terrorized

See Courage, page 13
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‘Community |
clips

said, “gave Secretary Babbitt an
understanding of a real cross
section of our community. My
office worked hard to arrange a
great meeting where people
could display strong feelings
about the development of this
community. ... Babbitt came
away from this visit with an appreciation of the people and the
concerns of the ist District and
the need to protect our precious
resources and jobs.”
Attending the meeting were
Nancy Flemming, mayor of Eureka, Zuretti Goosby, Yurok
tribal council administrator,
George Schmidbauer, Pacific
Lumber owner, and longshoreman Michael Lyons.
Hamburg cited the Forest
Conference coming up Friday
in Oregon as reasons for his success.
“I explained to Babbitt that
the needs of Northern California must be heard at the upcoming Forest Conference and he
assured me that they would,”

secute the perpetrators of ra
in war, and that this court
staffed by women.
¢ Women pregnant as a conence of war rape be given
the right to choose whether to
the pregnancy to term or
© abort it. The right to make
choice is the right of the indi-

‘ yidual woman, not that of her

based on @ roundrip

if

TE

The Women

CA 4108
530 Bush Steet, San Francisco,

415-421-3473

in Blackand other

Belgrade pacifists and feminists
who
theSerbian regime’s
activities in the civil wardemand
that:
¢ Women raped in the BosniaHerzegovina war should not be
divided nor valued differently
on the basis of their nationality.
e Rape in war be established
as a war crime, and that all soldiers/rapists in all armies in the
world be brought to trial.
¢ An International Court be
established immediately to pe

nation, political party, government or church.
¢ The international commure
publicputpressufirst
nity and
an
Slobod
of
es
regim
the
on
ofall
an
Radov
of
Milosevic, then

Karadzic and Alija Izetbegovic

to release women from all con-

centration camps, private pris-

ons, military whore houses and
other institutions in which female sexual slavery is officially
and unofficially perpetrated and
maintained.

—Dawn Hobbs

Meeting a triumph
for Hamburg

Hamburg said.

He also noted “significant
progress” about the salmon dis-

pute between commercial fish-

ermen and local Native Ameri-

Dan Hamburg said a Satur-

can tribes.

day meeting with Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt in Hum-

boldt County was an environ-

—Lance Wellbaum

mental triumph for the 1st Con-

gressional District.

Transportation
hearing to be held

Hamburg began the meeting

with atwo hour one-on-one talk
with Babbitt during the pair’s
plane ride up from San Francisco. In a press release, Ham-

The Arcata Mad River Transit
System will hold its annual
Unmet Transit Needs hearing at
the April 7 city council meeting.

burg characterized the plane
ride as “more important than

anything else.”
The “else” Hamburg referred
to was the Saturday night meeting with community

The meeting will be held at

7:30 p.m. at City Hall.

leaders at

Woodley Island in Eureka.
“The meeting,” Hamburg

Class to teach back

strain prevention
Redwood Physical Therapy

will be holdinga “Back Class
for
Moms and Dads.”
The class will teach parents
how to pick up,
and hold
babies and small children without causing injury or strain to

their backs.
Classes will be held in
McKinleyville at 1652 Holly St.,
April 10 from 10-12:30 p.m.
Formore information call 8395905.
—Frank Mina

Self-esteem award

nominations sought
The Humboldt County Board
of Supervisors Self-Esteem Commission is soliciting nominations
for its annual Community SelfEsteemAward.
The award will be presented
to an individual who promotes
self-confidence, responsibility
and respect, encourages people
to realize their full potential and
promotes fairnessand teamwork
in the community.
Award recipients will receive
a special proclamation from the
board
Nominations for the spring
award will be accepted until May
1. Three references must be submitted with the nominations.
For more information call

Dewell Byrd, 445-8841 or 4420938.

—Frank Mina

—Frank Mina
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2015 Central Ave.
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Courage: Women speak out
war center started, we gave su
port to young people who
did
not want to fight in the civil war
against their friends,” said Vera
Litricin, founder of the SOS HotLine for Women and Children
Victims of Violence and a memberoftheanti-war group Women
in Black in Belgrade.
The Women in Black have
demonstrated in the streets of
eevery Wednesday since
October 1991 against the
policiesof theSerbian regime
“which
re torture, crime and sufering,” she said.
Serbianand Cro. ianresponse
to the women demonstrating
against the war range from enco
ent to violent threats,
Litricin said.
“The suffering of Bosnian,

¢ Continued from page 11
and killed and their bodies are
left on the streets and the children walk by and see them,”
Sarich said.
_ Durda Knezevic, an anti-na-

tionalist Croatian, journalist and
founder of the Independent Alliance of Women in Croatia,
documented testimony of
women in the Zagreb refugee
camps.
In .Croatia, there are about
100,000 refugees, mostly women
and in particular Muslim
women, Knezevic said.

There were elderly, young
women and children in one
room, she said,and “one woman

was 80 years old and blind and
not aware of what was going
on.”

Croatian, Serbian and any other

.

nationality women has the same
value for us,” Litricin said. “The
reality is that rape is a military
tactic used by all armies, in this
war and others,” and the “soldiers/rapists in all armies in the
world (need to) be brought to
trial.”

“Other women cried all the
time, they almost couldn’ts
at all and I found out later that
they had been raped,” she said.
“Another woman was 70 and
lost her whole family and cried
all the time.”

In protest of the Serbian war

—_— Najwa Jardali of the Palestin-

activities, a Serb woman hides
young

others.”
VERA LI. RICIN
member, Women in Black

Jardali said.

Palestinian uprising included
imprisonment and interroga-

Committee said malelsraelibrutalitytoward womenduringthe

drafted into the army.
“One month after the anti-

Women are always the firstto
be“
, attacked
and subjugated asa meansof destroying
a society,” she said. “Once you
oppress half a society then you _
have the rest under control.”
“No matter what religion,
color or ethnic background, if
we don’t fight, for example,
against the massrapes
of Bosnian
women, then it will not only be

tion.

“Interrogation is a nice word
for torture that the Israelis use,”
Jardali said.
Women prisoners were subject to torture in an attempt to

get them to confess to false accusations, she said. The women
were hooded and hand-cuffed,
placed in solitary confinement,
deprived of sleep, subjected to
extreme heat and cold and
brought naked in front of fathers and brothers and raped.
“This type of treatment is an
attempt to degrade, humiliate

standard military
the Serbian army

procedure for
but it will be-

come standard military procedure for many armies,” Jardali

and rape the people of their in-

ian-American Women’s Action _ tegrity and break them of their

at risk of being

men

“The reality is that rape is a
military tactic used by all
armies, in this war and

Editor's Note: Travelto San
Francisco to cover this conference

_ will to continue in their struggle | was made possible by a grant from
the Reader's Digest Foundation.
for freedom and equality,”
News Update

. MOTHER COURAGE IS CALLING FOR:

¢ Two Serbian soldiers were

¢ The United Nations War Crimes Tribunal to try all war crimes against women,
including rape and forced pregnancy.
e The enforcement of women’s human rights by international bodies.
° The U.N. World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna, June 1993, tojnclude the
rights of women as human rights.

sentenced to death by a firing
squad yesterday by a Sarajevo
courtafter they were found guilty
of genocide which included the
rapes and executions of Bosnian
civilians.

In the United States:

holding in Bosnia-Herezegovina

Internationally:

¢ A Women’s Human Rights Office as part of the U.S. Justice —

with

the

tee and enforce a women’s human-rights agenda
power to
¢ Women setting the agenda and priorities for the U.S. Women’s Human
Rights Office.
¢ The U.S. to ratify the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), a United NatioNs convention
iaiiliees eacniaiamaaiaains
already ratified by over 100 countries.

e A tenuous cease-fire has been

pire/Wernar Soom

since noon Sunday.

¢ The United Statesis working

with Bosnian Serbs to sign the

Vance-Owen peace plan. The
Bosnian Serbs
now occupy more

than 70 percent of

Bosnia-

Herzegovina.
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Into the Streets

Student groups donate services
@ HSU Clubs and Organizations office
matches volunteers with community

projects in need of help.
By Heather Boling

A nationwide program is giv-

ing the community a chance to

take advantage of student labor.

Into the Streets was designed
to get college students directly
involved with the community
by volunteering time and ser-

vices.
This is the second year HSU
has participated in the program,

well as 75 students have responded and Beck said “the

numbers are growing. I'm getting more volunteers now than ..
was at first.”

Beck said the coordinators of

the program match volunteers
with specific projects, allowing
them to work out any details.

“We are really acting as liai-

sons,” she said.
Also coordinating the proam are Brandie Sanders, a lib-

which is being coordinated by | eral studies credential candidate,
and Carlisle Douglas, student
the Clubs and Organizations of-

fice in the University Center.
Marianne

Beck,psychology

senior, mailed approximately 30
letters to community-service or-

* COLORED

Alsothrough the program, the
Women’s Center and the Center
for Indian Community Development sponsored a clothing
drive during the kick-off week

for the Women’s Red Nation Society.
The Marching

Lumberjacks

and the Sierra Club will pick up
trash along the Arcata Marsh in

nity response than last year,”

sponse,” the clubs office student

The Eureka branch of the Girl
Scouts will receive services from
two campus groups. The Disc
Club will teach the girls how to
play with Frisbee discs, and the

See Streets, page 16

“We had a very good re-

intern said.
Eighteen organizations have
responded.

PAPERS

On campus, about six clubs as

through Y.E.S.
“It’s my impression that the

students coordinating this year
have generated more commuDouglas said.

¢ THESIS COPYING

* TRANSPARANCIES

¢« RESUMES
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gram).”

INGA
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food, including
that grown in the garden, tolow-income
families.
“| wanted to help out the community,” Vargas said.

program that brought it all together,” Morrison said. “The
non-profit community was very
excited (to learn about the pro-

Cy

This ts a University C enter service.

SdIONVUVdSNVUL

and
skills Saturday to help Food for People maintain
its garden in Eureka. The organization receives and donates

st.

“It was the Into the Streets

the year.

teer services
needed throughout
Veronica Vargas, Spanish sophomore, volunteered her time

have considered doing in the

May and the Cycle Learning
Centre will hold a bicycle safety
workshop for 4-H members.
Veronica Vargas, a Spanish
sophomore, gardened at Food
for People in Eureka.
“I feel kind of selfish sometimes,” she said. “The community supports the university a

ganizations to inform them of
the program and give them the
opportunity to
request volun-

HEATHER BOLING/THE ne

projects coordinator at Youth
Educational Services. Douglas,
the staff adviser, helped coordinate Into the Streets last year

Literary Society will organize
two 6-foot bookshelves into a
reference library.
to Girl Scout Field
According
Melissa Morrison,
Executive
asking students to get involved
in the communityis something
local non-profit organizations

¢ MULTIPLE COPIES ¢ COLORED PAPERS *¢ THESIS COPYING * TRANSPARANCIES ¢ RESUMES °
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New tires won't

deflate your wallet
By Sandy Barker
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Good care is necessary to prolong the life of your tires and to

maintain good gas mileage.
TP Tire Service, 1265 Giuntoli
Lane, is a full-service dealer. Its
services range from a basic air-

pressure check to retreading the
tires you already have.
TP Tires offers to check the air
pressure in your tires and do a
walk-around
inspection for

free.

Proper inflation gives you
better
gas

milage and
prevents abnormal wear

on tires.

If you purchase tires at TP Tires, tire rotation and a new stem — the rubber tube used to inflate the tire
— are included in the price.
Tire rotation, the rearrangement of tireson different wheels,
prolongs the life of tires by

evening out irregular wear.

Tires should be rotated every

3,000 to 5,000 miles.
If your tires were not purchased at TP Tires rotation costs

$6 to $8 depending on the type
of car.

Tire alignment varies from

$24 to $49 depending on the type
of vehicle.

An alternative to buying new
tires is having your old ones retread.
This involves the old tire being re-covered with new tread.
TP Tires does manufacture
retreads but prices vary with size.

Cooper Tires, 2055 Alliance
Rd., sells only new tires. Prices

Wednesday, March 31, 1993

‘Sweetheart Swindler’ prime
suspect arrested in Arcata bar

range from $32.95 to $140, depending on the size of the tire
ss? the brand.
atten purchase a set of four
m Cooper Tires, the price
i discounted $5 a tire.

@ Eureka man posed as a narcotics

Franklin’s Service, 1605
Giuntoli Lane, does tire repair

By Frank Mina

agent and stole nearly $250,000 from
three women he dated.
LUMBERJ

pair involved.

tribution

of

the tire’s mass

to minimize
the vibration

when the tire
rotatesat high

speed. Franklin’s Service
will balance
your tires for
$5 to $6 depending on the tire.
TP Tires also does balancing,
and thecost dependson thetype
of tire.
Uniontown Tires, 437 G St., is

also a full-service dealer.
It provides many of the same
services as TP Tire Service and
offers a 10 percent student discount on labor with student
identification.
Uniontown Tires will also rotate your tires for free if the tires
were purchased there.

whose names were not avail-

able from police, called the
show and said they had seen
Shelor in some Eureka bars.

Shelor had been in bars in
the Eureka area and had taken

STAFF

and the cost depends on the reBalancing equalizes the dis-

15

If you listen to KXGO evDe

Que

Pasa

“Prime Suspect” called the
investigating officers in San

ernment.

Francisco,

Sgt. Detectives Joe McKinna

ery nowandagain you might
have heard a man ina Casa

and John Murphy from the San
Francisco Police Department,
which was in charge of the case,

commercial

with an Australian accent.
That man wasarrested three
weeks ago.
Plainclothes officers from

thought the Los Angeles TV
show “Prime Suspect” might be

helpful in finding the swindler.
They
contacted
Michael
Hegedus, the commentator for

the Eureka Police Department arrested a man who
was wanted for fraudulent
check writing in San Diego
County, for jumping probation in San Francisco county

the show
Shelor.

and told him about

Armstrong

said Shelor had

apparently been “working the
Southern-California area for a

and was known by the policedepartmentin Baltimore,

while.”

Md., as the “Sweetheart
Swindler,” said Detective Jim
Armstrong of the EPD.

who

contacted

EPD.

Eureka alias
“(Shelor) was living in a
house in Eureka and using
the alias Patrick Ean Kelly,”
Armstrong said.
“The two detectives from
San Francisco came up for a

couple days and they were
joking about how (Shelor)
used a phony Australian accent and the expression, ‘Ay

baddy’ instead of ‘Hey
buddy.’ It kind of stuck in my
mind,” he said.

Armstrong and Detective
Matt Duran discovered where

run a story on Shelor March 13

Shelor worked and attempted

and ran a preview showing a
ewe of Shelor the week beore.

volved with three women
and
borrowed
nearly

women said.

Suspect preview

“Prime Suspect” decided to

Mark Shelor, 41, allegedly
became romantically in-

up residence in the city, the

Shelor told the women he
worked for the U.S. government
asanarcoticsinformantand they
would bereimbursed by the gov-

$250,000.

Two

women

from

Eureka,

to find him there.
On March 10 he and Duran

See Swindler, next page

If they weren’t, then rotation
costs $10. Alignment costs $25

for two wheels and $40 for four
wheels.

THE ONE

STUDENTS:
10% OFF
ALL IMPORT
PARTS

Uniontown Tires may be the
best deal for students because it
offers a discount. But service is
important, too, so experiment to
find where you feel most comfortable.
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| Into the Streets
Student groups donate services
Literary Society will organize
two 6-foot bookshelves into a
reference library.
According to Girl Scout Field

@ HSU Clubs and Organizations office
matches volunteers with community
projects in need of help.

Executive

Melissa

Morrison,

asking students to get involved
in the community is something

which is being coordinated by
the Clubs and Organizations of-

fice in the University Center.
Marianne

Beck,psychology

senior, mailed approximately 30

letters to community-service organizations to inform them of
the program and give them the
opportunity to
request volun-

teer services
needed throughout
the year.
“We had a very good reVeronica Vargas, Spanish sophomore, volunteered her time

sponse,” the clubs office student

for People maintain _ intern said.
to help Food
skills Saturday

and

its garden in Eureka. The organization receives and donates

—_ Eighteen organizations have

food, Including that grown in the garden, tolow-income
families. "esponded.
On campus, about six clubs as
said.
Vargas
community,”
the
out
“1 wanted to help

REDUCTIONS

« COLORED

PAPERS

the program match volunteers

with specific projects, allowing

them to work out any details.
“We are really acting as liaisons,” she said.
Also coordinating the pro-

gram are Brandie Sanders, a liberal studies credential candidate,

and Carlisle Douglas, student
projects coordinator at Youth
Educational Services. Douglas,

the staff adviser, helped coordinate Into the Streets last year

through Y.E.S.
“It’s my impression that the

students coordinating this year
have generated more community response than last year,”
Douglas said.

The Eureka branch of the Girl
Scouts will receive services from
two campus —
The Disc
Club will teach the girls how to
play with Frisbee discs, and the

¢ THESIS COPYING

gram).”

Also through the program, the

Women’s Center and the Center

for Indian Community Development sponsored a clothing
drive during the kick-off week

for the Women’s Red Nation Society.

The Marching Lumberjacks
and the Sierra Club will pick up
trash along the Arcata Marsh in

May and the Cycle Learning
Centre will hold a bicycle safety
workshop for 4-H members.
Veronica Vargas, a Spanish
sophomore, gardened at Food
for People in Eureka.
“I feel kind of selfish sometimes,” she said. “The community supports the university a

See Streets, page 16
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was at first.”
Beck said the coordinators of

Cy
This is a Unive rsity Center service.

SNOILLONGaAa

vices.
This is the second year HSU
has participated in the program,

numbers are growing. I’m getting more volunteers now than I

local non-profit organizations
have considered doing in the
past.
“It was the Into the Streets
program that brought it all together,” Morrison said. “The
non-profit community was very
excited (to learn about the pro-

¢

A nationwide program is giv-

ing the community a chance to
take advantage of student labor.
Into the Streets was designed
to get college students directly
involved with the community
by volunteering time and ser-

well as 75 students have responded and Beck said “the

SHIONVUVdSNVUL

By Heather Boling
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New tires won't
deflate your wallet

‘Sweetheart Swindler’ prime
suspect arrested in Arcata bar

Cooper Tires, 2055 Alliance
Rd., sells only new tires. Prices

By Sandy Barker
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Good care is necessary to prolong the life of your tires and to
maintain good gas mileage.
TP Tire Service, 1265 Giuntoli
Lane, is a full-service dealer. Its
services range from a basic air-

pressure check to retreading the
tires you already have.
TP Tires offers to check the air
pressure in your tires and do a
walk-around

range from $32.95 to $140, depending on the size of the tire
and the brand.
If you purchase a set of four
tires from Cooper Tires, the price
is discounted $5 a tire.
Franklin’s Service, 1605

@ Eureka man posed as a narcotics

Giuntoli Lane, does tire repair

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Proper inflation gives you
better
gas

the Eureka area and had taken

Shelor told the women

By Frank Mina

ery nowandagain you might
have heard a manina Casa
De

on tires.

If you purchase tires at TP Tires, tire rotation and a new stem — the rubber tube used to inflate the tire
— are included in the price.
Tire rotation, the rearrangement of tireson different wheels,

commercial

with an Australian accent.
weeks ago.
Plainclothes officers from

the Eureka Police Department arrested a man who
was wanted for fraudulent
check writing in San Diego
County, for jumping probation in San Francisco county

and was known by the policedepartmentin Baltimore,
Md., as the “Sweetheart
Swindler,” said Detective Jim
Armstrong of the EPD.
Mark Shelor, 41, allegedly
became romantically involved with three women

also a full-service dealer.
It provides many of the same
services as TP Tire Service and
offers a 10 percent student dis-

evening out irregular wear.
Tires should be rotated every
3,000 to 5,000 miles.
If your tires were not purchased at TP Tires rotation costs
$6 to $8 depending on the type
of car.

Pasa

That man was arrested three

of tire.
Uniontown Tires, 437 G St., is

prolongs the life of tires by

Que

count on labor with student

and
borrowed
$250,000.

identification.
Uniontown Tires will also rotate your tires for free if the tires

nearly

“Prime Suspect” called the
investigating officers in San

asanarcoticsinformantand they
would be reimbursed by the government.

Francisco,

Sgt. Detectives Joe McKinna

and John Murphy from the San
Francisco Police Department,

contacted

Eureka alias
“(Shelor) was living in a
house in Eureka and using

which was in charge of the case,
thought the Los Angeles TV
show “Prime Suspect” might be
helpful in finding the swindler.
They
contacted
Michael
Hegedus, the commentator for

the show

who

EPD.

the alias Patrick Ean Kelly,”
Armstrong said.

“The two detectives from
San Francisco came up for a
couple days and they were
joking about how (Shelor)
used a phony Australian ac-

and told him about

Shelor.
Armstrong said Shelor had
apparently been “working the

cent and the expression, ‘Ay

Southern-California area for a
while.”

baddy’ instead of ‘Hey
buddy.’ It kind of stuck in my

mind,” he said.
Armstrong and Detective
Matt Durandiscovered where
Shelor worked and attempted
to find him there.
On March 10 he and Duran

Suspect preview

“Prime Suspect” decided to

run a story on Shelor March 13

and ran a preview showing a
picture of Shelor the week before.
Two women from Eureka,

See Swindler, next page

If they weren’t, then rotation
costs $10. Alignment costs $25

$24 to $49 depending on the type

for two wheels and $40 for four

of vehicle.

An alternative to buying new
tires is having your old ones retread.
This involves the old tire be-

THE ONE
STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT
NEEDS!

wheels.

Uniontown Tires may be the
best deal for students because it
offers a discount. But service is
important, too, soexperiment to
find where you feel most com-

ing re-covered with new tread.

TP Tiresdoes manufacture retreads but prices vary with size.

fortable.
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women said.

were purchased there.

Tire alignment varies from

ix

up residence in the city, the

he

worked for the U.S. government

If you listen to KXGO ev-

speed. Franklin’s Service
will balance
your tires for
$5 to $6 depending on the tire.
TP Tires also does balancing,
and thecostdependson thetype

milage and
prevents abnormal wear

Shelor in some Eureka bars.
Shelor had been in bars in

three women he dated.

pair involved.
Balancing equalizes the distribution of
the tire’s mass
to minimize
the vibration
when the tire
rotatesathigh

free.

whose names were not avail-

able from police, called the
show and said they had seen

agent and stole nearly $250,000 from

and the cost depends on the re-

inspection for
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had our man.
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The detectives detained the suspect in
front of the Alibi where they checked his
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Motion sickness/ Mixed messages cause turmoil
@ An HSU professor says
acupressure and behavior
modification can help reduce
motion sickness.
by Katherine Longshore
LUMBERJACK STAFF

You're traveling south along California State
Highway 1. The road turns left, then right and your

stomach begins to flip.

Causes and prevention of motion sickness
Motion
is sensed by the

on“

pesctenetenme |
inner
ear and o

on“

Some helpful hints:
*Eat small low-fat meals high in starch before traveling
eWatch the horizon and remind yourself you are in motion
*Try to keep your mind occupied with.
‘Try not to worry about getting il ;
motion sickness
eMinimize body moveme

Although your fellow passengers may want to

make a quick get-away you are not alone. Most
ople feel motion sickness at some point in their
ives, some every time they ride in a car. Symptoms

can include dizziness, difficulty in focusing the eyes
and nausea.
HSU Psychology Professor Senqi Hu researches
motion sickness. He believes it is caused by a mismatch of sensory signals to a sufferer’s brain.

Confused brain .
The vestibular system (the inner ear), joints and
muscles send these messages.
In the back of a moving car, a passenger’s eyes
may indicate that there is no movement. But the
person's body feels the movement of the car and
sends a conflicting signal to the brain.
The brain reacts as if a toxin has been ingested.
“Your brain has to make an action,” Hu said. “It

JOHN KIFFMEYER
/ GRAPHICS EDITOR

may say ‘I want to get rid of this,’” in a reaction

similar to food poisoning, and tell the stomach to
vomit.

“It is a primitive response,” he said.
Hu and his colleagues in motion sickness studies,
Robert Stern of Pennsylvania State University and
Dr. Kenneth Koch, a Pennsylvania gastroenterologist,
call this theory the sensory conflict hypothesis. It is
generally accepted by doctors.

After a few days or more of constant motion the
heripisrwiires Aharon: Viasanr “SsuiNe srcurntUnts; URE
seasickness, are more severe,” and might take longer
to adapt to.
He said once the body has adapted to the motion, it
will have to adapt to stability again, which may cause
a sensitive
person to feel “land sick” for a few days.
For people unwilling to wait for a satisfactory
sensory conflict resolution, there is help in the offing

— and some available now.
Hu believes the best way to avoid motion sickness
is to adapt to motion before traveling, the way

astronauts and pilots do. He hopes some day adaptability “machines” can be created that will do this.
- Until then, other means must be found.
An article for Outdoor Life magazinestated that

visual signals of movement as well as the sensory

signals.
u said that reciting numbers reduces nausea in
people involved in a laboratory situation. In the lab,

a person sits still while an optokinetic drum rotates

Gill éinpnasized in nis articie to avoid anxiety. Me
said that “home remedies,” like eating crackers or

Professor Senqi Hu says a form of
pressure
on the Neiguan point

one and one quarter
inches
below the crease
of the
wrist.
This seems to
lessen
the symptoms

in some people.

72 hours. It usually doesn’t cause drowsiness, but it
can cause visual problems including dilated of
pupils and disfocused eyes.

Hu and other doctors continue to research the
as Well aS possible femedies.
It has been suggested

that motion sickness could
be a hormonal reaction

Acupressure as treatment
Hu is a proponent and user of acupressure as a

similar to morning sickness
in pregnant women.

treatment for motion sickness.

According to a New
York Times article, scien-

Acupressurists use three pressure points on the
body to reduce nausea. One is located along the

tists have found that just
before feelings of nausea

inside of the shin bone, one in the web of skin
between the thumb and forefinger and the last, called

arise, those who develop it

the Neiguan point, is on the inside of the forearm

about one and one quarter inches below the wrist.
For thousands of years, the Chinese acupuncturists
have treated nausea by inserting their needles in the
Several companies have marketed wrist bands with
lumps woven into them to apply pressure on the
point, although their effectiveness has been questioned.
Hu reccommends a simpler method. He said to
reduce nausea press on any of these points with the
tips of the fingers. Pressure should be firm and
constant.
“Why acupressure works, we don’t know,” he said.

secrete increasing amounts

of the stress hormones epinephrine and norepinephrine and vasopressin.

People treated with chemotherapy also secrete
elevated levels of the hormone serotonin, and drugs
to block that hormone production were recently
approved by the Food and Drug administration, the
article states.
If the hormones which increase with motion
sickness and morning sickness are in fact responsible
for the nausea, similar drugs may be developed to
block their effects, the article said.
Asians suseptible

Drugs backfire
There are several motion sickness drugs available,

but Hu discourages the use of them.

“The drug numbs the sensory system and makes
the brain sleepy,” he said. “It is an avoidance, not a
cure.”

He added that most pills are dangerous to take
while ridges 3
Motion sickness pills use antihistamine to numb
the brain and reduce nausea.

JOHN KIFFMEYER
/ GRAPHICS EDITOR

patch called Transderm Scop which releases small
amounts of scopalomine into the blood system. This
reduces the sense of nausea and the effects last up to

drinking soda will help if you believe in it.

Neiguan point.

The Neiguan point
s

watching the horizon while traveling in a moving

vehicle or on a boat allows the brain to receive the

Bonine, Marezine and

Dramamine use different forms of antihistamine, but
have the same effect. They usually cause drowsiness,
or backfire by causing
dizziness and nausea.
There is also available (by prescription) an ear

Hu has also done studies about the susceptibility
of certain people to motion sickness. He said people
of Asian ancestry are more likely to get motion

sickness. In studies he conducted Hu found that
Asians experienced motion sickness 85 percent of the
time under laboratory conditions. Caucasians and
blacks only feel nauseated 50-60 percent of the time,
he said.
Hu believes that Asians are more sensitive to biochemical stimuli. He cites as proof the fact that
Asians often only need to take 2/3 of a dose of
certain medicines to achieve the same effects as a full
dose in Caucasians. Hu is the only person to do any
race-related studies on motion sickness.
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@ An HSU professor says
acupressure and behavior
modification can help reduce
motion sickness.
by Katherine Longshore
TUMBERJACK STAFF
You're traveling south along California State
Highway 1. The road turns left, then right and your

-_—-

=

sickness/ Mixed messages cause turmoil

Motion

Causes and prevention of motion sickness
Motion is sensed by the

on~wrrnv

warts of the body, sittin

of
the
;
9
; [nside a moving boat or

a

car can limit the visual
sense of motion and
cause conflicting

Some heipful hints:
Eat small low-fat meals high in starch before traveling
*Watch the horizon and remind yourself you are in motion
*Try to keep your mind occupied
il ;
*Try not to worry about getting
:
motion sickness

siynals to be sent to the

:

brain.

stomach begins to flip.

Although your fellow passengers may want to
make a quick get-away you are not alone. Most

people feel motion sickness at some point in their

lives, some every time they ride in a car. Symptoms

can include dizziness, difficulty in focusing the eyes
and nausea.
HSU Psychology Professor Senqi Hu researches
motion sickness. He believes it is caused by a mismatch of sensory signals to a sufferer’s brain.
Confused brain The vestibular system (the inner ear), joints and
muscles send these messages.
In the back of a moving car, a passenger’s eyes
may indicate that there is no movement. But the
person’s body feels the movement of the car and
sends a conflicting signal to the brain.
The brain reacts as if a toxin has been ingested.
“Your brain has to make an action,” Hu said. “It
may say ‘I want to get rid of this,” in a reaction
similar to food poisoning, and tell the stomach to
vomit.

“It is a primitive response,” he said.
Hu and his colleagues in motion sickness studies,
Robert Stern of Pennsylvania State University and
Dr. Kenneth Koch, a Pennsylvania gastroenterologist,

call this theory the sensory conflict hypothesis. It is
generally accepted by doctors.
After a few days or more of constant motion the
brain realizes the situation is not dangerous and

adapts to the motion. Hu said “some situations, like
seasickness, are more severe,” and might take longer
to adapt to.
He said once the body has adapted to the motion, it
will have to adapt to stability again, which may cause
a sensitive

person to feel “land sick” for a few days.

For people unwilling to wait for a satisfactory
sensory conflict resolution, there is help in the offing
— and some available now.
Hu believes the best way to avoid motion sickness
is to adapt to motion before traveling, the way

astronauts and pilots do. He hopes some day adaptability “machines” can be created that will do this.
- Until then, other means must be found.
An article for Outdoor Life magazinestated that
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watching the horizon while traveling in a moving
vehicle or on a boat allows the brain to receive the

patch called Transderm Scop which releases small
amounts of scopalomine into the blood system. This

signals.

can cause visual problems including dilated of

visual signals of movement as well as the sensory

u said that reciting numbers reduces nausea in
people involved in a laboratory situation. In the lab,

a person sits still while an optokinetic drum rotates
around him or her.
Gill emphasized in his article to avoid anxiety. He

Hu and other doctors continue to research the
causes of motion sickness
as well as possible remedies.
It has been suggested

drinking soda will help if you believe in it.
Acupressure as treatment

that motion sickness could
be a hormonal reaction

Acupressurists use three pressure points on the
body to reduce nausea. One is located along the

According to a New
York Times article, scien-

similar to morning sickness
in pregnant women.

Hu is a proponent and user of acupressure as a
treatment for motion sickness.

inside of the shin bone, one in the web of skin
between the thumb and forefinger and the last, called
the Neiguan point, is on the inside of the forearm
about one and one quarter inches below the wrist.
For thousands of years, the Chinese acupuncturists
have treated nausea by inserting their needles in the

Neiguan point.
Several companies have marketed wrist bands with
lumps woven into them to apply pressure on the
point, although their effectiveness has been ques-

tioned.
Hu reccommends a simpler method. He said to

reduce nausea press on any of these points with the

tips of the fingers. Pressure should be firm and
constant.
“Why acupressure works, we don’t know,” he said.
There are several motion sickness drugs available,
but Hu discourages the use of them.
“The drug numbs the sensory system and makes

the brain sleepy,” he said. “It is an avoidance, not a
cure.”

He added that most pills are dangerous to take
while or
Motion sickness pills use antihistamine to numb
the brain and reduce nausea. Bonine, Marezine and

New York Times

pupils and disfocused eyes.

said that “home remedies,” like eating crackers or

Drugs backfire

SOURCE: Professor Seng! Hu, The

reduces the sense of nausea and the effects last up to
72 hours. It usually doesn’t cause drowsiness, but it

Dramamine use different forms of antihistamine, but
have the same effect. They usually cause drowsiness,

or backfire by causing dizziness and nausea.
There is also available (by prescription) an ear
+=»
OR
/GRAPHICSEDIT
JOHN KIFFMEYER

tists have found that just
before feelings of nausea

arise, those who develop it
secrete increasing amounts |

of the stress hormones epinephrine and norepineph-

rine and vasopressin.
People treated with chemotherapy also secrete
elevated levels of the hormone serotonin, and drugs

to block that hormone production were recently
approved by the Food and Drug administration, the
article states.
If the hormones which increase with motion
sickness and morning sickness are in fact responsible
for the nausea, similar drugs may be developed to
block their effects, the article said.
Asians suseptible

Hu has also done studies about the susceptibility
of certain people to motion sickness. He said people
of Asian ancestry are more likely to get motion
sickness. In studies he conducted Hu found that
Asians experienced motion sickness 85 percent of the
time under laboratory conditions. Caucasians and
blacks only feel nauseated 50-60 percent of the time,
he said.
Hu believes that Asians are more sensitive to biochemical stimuli. He cites as proof the fact that
Asians often only need to take 2/3 of a dose of
certain medicines to achieve the same effects as a full
dose in Caucasians. Hu is the only person to do any
race-related studies on motion sickness.
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Urban gardeners ditch dirt.

Hydroponics promotes quick growth

& Growing plants in enriched water
instead of soil is a delicate but worthwhile
project for some green thumbs.
By Beau Redstone
CUMBERJACKSTAFF

~~

Gardening is thought of by
many as labor-intensive work

done on one’s hands and knees
in a plot of dirt.
But for those desiring to eat
fresh, organically grown fruit
and vegetables without the
hassle of planting seeds in a
backyard garden, hydroponic
gardening — growing plantsin
anutrient solution —is an alternative.

Genaro Calabrese is vice-

president of American Hydroponics, an Arcata store that carries equipment for hydroponic

gardening. He said the technique has many advantages besides clean knees.
One is that plants, which use

their roots to search for nutrients found naturally in soil,

don’t have to work hard to find
the nutrients. They are fed directly by the enriched water.
“Theadvantage of hydroponics is that you can control the

quantity and quality of nutrients easily and immediately,”
Calabrese said.
According to The Growing
Edge,a magazine for gardeners,

plants require three essential

nutrients for growth:
e Nitrogen, for vegetative
growth;
¢ Phosphorus, for roots, fruits
and flowers;
¢ Potassium, for energy production.
These nutrients, along with
other secondary and micro-nutrients, are dissolved in water
which is then fed to the roots.
“Water-soluble nutrients are
pumped periodically from anutrient reservoir to the growing
bed, which floods the roots,”

Calabrese said.
The plants are able to use their
excess energy for other uses, particularly growthabove the growing medium.

Calabrese said there is a vari-

ety of growing mediums used in

hydroponic growing that in-

cludes rock wool, graviculture,

perlite and bare-root. He uses
two mediums, bare-root and
graviculture.
Bare-root hydroponics is
merely a method of delivering
nutrients directly to the roots

which dangle freely in the grow-

ing bed. This is the most simple
method of hydroponic growing, Calabrese said.

Graviculture, on the other

hand, uses rock-like pieces as a
growing medium, he said.
The type of gravel he uses is
called leca-light, a manufactured expanded clay aggregate
which is slightly acidic.
that
said
Calabrese
reused,
be
also
graviculture can
and it is a good growing medium for long-term plants such
as tomatoes.

He said hydroponic growing

uses about 10 times less water

than conventional gardening.
Though hydroponic gardening works well under natural
sunlight, one of its greatest advantages is it can be done indoors, which allows for yearround growing.
“Artificial light and hydroponics work well together,”

Calabrese said.

He also said hydroponic
growing allows unlimited vari-

ety.

Calabrese

has grown

basil,

asparagus, beets and eggplants

ete becom eter
Computers

as well as daffodils, lilies and

Calabrese said a
disadvantage of hydroponic gardening
is if something goes
wrong
“it goes

wrong

every-

where.”
To avoid this catastrophe the system is carefully
monitored. Attention to water loss
due to evaporation
and transpiration is
important to the
maintenance
of
proper nutrient levels.

“The advantage of

hydroponics is that you
can control the
quantity and quality of
nutrients easily and
immediately.”
GENARO CALABRESE
Owner of American Hydroponics
Slee

Calabrese said water tem-

perature is important to sustain
adequate oxygenation of the nutrient solution.
“You don’t want it (the wa-

ter) above 70 degrees. The
warmer the water, the less oxygen is in it,” he said.
Alkalinity is a big concern
among hydroponic growers.
Calabrese said the ideal pH level
is between 6.0 and 6.5, which is
slightly acidic, with 7 being neu-

tral.

The pH represents a presence
or absence of positive or hydrogenions, which determine acidity or alkalinity of the nutrient
solution.
“Alkalinity is important because if the water is too acidic,
the nutrients won’t dissolve

orchids, among other things.

well,” Calabrese said.

growing lettuce, broccoli, tomatoes and basil.
But there are drawbacks.

eral salts and complex chelates,

In the store showroom he is

Hydroponic gardening hasits
critics. Some say the use of
chemical fertilizers, suchas min-

is unacceptable.
Others say hydroponic

dening is an artificial method,

insula in Washington State, natu-

ral systems exist for the deliver-

ance of nutrient-rich water to
root systems of certain plant species.
At American Hydroponics, a
2 1/2-square-foot system with
growing medium, growing bed,
nutrient reservoir, pump, timer,
plumbing, fittings, pots, seeds

and nutrients can be purchased
for $129.95.

Genoa said some people are

turned off by hydroponic gardening because it sounds socom-

plicated. But he was quick to
point out it is similar to — and
less laborious than —traditional
gardening.

“It’s just a garden,” he said.

Fabrice DeClerk
Fabrice is the chair and founding
Humboldt Community Service &
Group. In addition to completing
projects he is currently planning a

member of the
Leadership Living
many local
trip to Tijuana to

build houses with Project Esperanza. Fabrice is also
active in the Residence Hall Association, Cypress
Hall Council and many other campus groups.
Sponsored By: Associated Students, Humboldt Orientation
ram, Residenc
Association, Student Affairs, University Center, and Ce
—
r

PLONE: 822-741
FAX: 822-2362
(lorner

970)

ot

10th

| Street.

&
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\rcata,

CA

gar-

but it actually occurs in certain
environmentsaround the world.
According to The Growing
Edge, in places such as the Amazonjungle and theOlympic Pen-
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Low-budget creators make clean machines
wees oro
Utilizing junkyard finds and their own technological
know-how, some critics of the internal combustion
e build their own alternative vehicles.
graduate Todd King, a self-described “technot,” is working on his own three-wheeled cargouling alternative vehicle. He doesn’t own a car and
will use itto shop and haul laundry, compost, recyclables
“whatever I need to make my homestead work,” he
Parts for King’s creation came froma variety of sources.
The front was taken from a Honda CB 200 that King
bought in one piece (non-running) for $100. The differential he removed from a Datsun B210. Other metal
rts, including the metal for the trailer, King collected
m Arcata Scrap and Salvage.
In spite of the gas-guzzling, carbon monoxide-belching nature of its parts in their former life, King’s vehicle
is intended to take less of an environmental toll.
In addition to his schooling at HSU, King has an

associate's degree in solar energy. He said that experience, plus the year he lived at the HSU Campus Center

for Appropriate Technology, helped him make his selfThe photobuilt shack in McKinleyville solar-powered.
wellenough
worked
voltaic panels mounted on his roof
to generate electricity in excess of his needs — prompting him to find another use for the power.
e bike will provide that use, and four 90 amp hour
batteries mounted under its seat will be charged by the

| |.
os
|*
}#®
se

sun’s energy.

King’s work on the bike has been a blend of careful

planning and spontaneity. Hedesignseverything ahead

of time and makes sure it matches DMV standards.

“I didn’t want to design a toy, like a kinetic sculpture,

that can’t go on the road (legally) every day,” he said. |. ~
King hasbeen careful to constructa vehicle that meets |
[°»

the DMV standards for a motorized bicycle (the same

classification mopeds fit into). The qualification for
fitting into that category is that it be a two or three wheel
device. It may have either operative pedals for propulsion by human power, or no pedals if propulsion is
solely by electric engine and automatic transmission.

F.°*\*

}

[">~,
F’”. .
i.

The motor mustbe less than two-brake horsepowerand

fs

ground.

we

it cannot be capable of going over 30 mph

on level f

part
King is determined to meet those standards, in
side
fee
because there is only a $5 lifetime licensing
insurance

requirement

for the motorized

bicycle

cat-

ie
ht
But
restricting,
seem
might
rule
mph
30
the
For some

King isn’t concerned. Heexpects the vehicletomaxat20

~~
Todd

King

rides his nearly COMPETED

SOarmwtrar yow

toctrtc

webiolte.

Ming to matory

$0 0c cocmewes Sner-

an old car, @ motorcycle a
specifications to fit in the same category as a moped. He's used parts fromRenewable
Energy Fair April 24
jnyyarg scraps in his creation. He hopes to complete it in t ime for the

9) Beawood Park, in Arcata.

e See Alternatives, page 20
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© Continued from page 19
mph. He said he won't be ex-

pecting it to get up Fickle Hill in
Arcata, or other steep hills.
“We need to challenge what
we expect” of vehicles, he said.
King said such challenges

—

the

.

should include questio

¢ Peace Corps returnees will discuss their ex-

!

commu-

periences with

}

ee:

.

need to get up a hill and, if so,

nity health education and

come too and if there isan easier
route.
While he’s being careful to

today at 5:30 p.m. at
Nelson Hall West 232.

whether the vehicle needs to

meet DMV standards,

4

has

nursing in Guatamala,

tty

Fe

parts — using what's

[.

used what he calls the

Chitty Bang Bang approach”to
evailable rather than waiting.

,

r

and hasnow finished
all but
mounts.
motor and

aa

-

ae

_—

F,

-

ees

a

in Nelson Hall West

at
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‘Already committed
to alternative

is Mark

Mueller, an

environmensenior.

of buildinganelectricbicycleout
of spare
parts found at the Arcata Recy-

JOHN KIFFMEYERY THE LUMBERJACK

tion or an exhibitor’s ap-

plication call 822-3481.

reject to make it carry and haul
loads. He said he enjoys challenging
what
le think a bitrailer used by members of =
le
is
capable
of.
Cam
oe
ject to
col“Itdemonstrates
to people that
lect oan
iintcomeus
bikes aren’t as wimpy as they
First
called the Padillic, it ran in
think they are,” he said.
the Kinetic
race, the
Mueller said he would like to
annual race of hand-made, hu-,
build
alternative-powered veman-powered vehicles
from the
hicles for a living.
Arcata Plaza to Fortuna.
Henow works for Sun Frostin
Mueller’s most-used vehicle
Arcata,
designing
and testing
is his utility bicycle, which a
energy
efficient
tors that
friend of his rescued from a
dumpster. Mueller modified the can be run on solar power.
He .built the Eco-Cycle, the
custom-made tandem
and

MON

APRIE

PO

SEM

Nanci Griffith
with Guy Clark
and Iris deMent
$17 General / $13 Students & Seniors
Van Duzer Theatre

eta

ny id ae

SAL

APRIL

17

MICHAEL

KEARNS

IN

CINTIMACIES
The six characters portrayed by Kearns
in this powerful solo performance cross
boundaries of race, age and gender to
speak on behalf of people with AIDS
whose voices would otherwise not be
heard.
$8 General / $5 Students & Seniors
Kate Buchanan Room

$3.99 Lunch Special

In conjunction with this performance, there will
be a series of films, forums and other activities

| iitées plus a large son dink

dealing with AIDS issues,
call 826-4411

(\
YAS

for info.

Home of The
World—Famous Vegerito
MON

ap beer special

y renewable

Redwood Park
Arcata’s
on April 24. For informa-

Mark Mueller hauls a propane tank for a friend, demonstrating the capabilities of his utility

Center. The bicycle carries
two
batteries and
wil plug into
the wall for electricity.
For his senior project, Mueller
is conceiving another electric
vehicle, but he is designing this
one to use renewable energy. He
said the sourceof
willbe
up to the user and
include
solar, hydroelectricor wind-generated
power.
Mueller also designs and
builds vehicles run
only on hu-

232.

energy fair will beheld at

ding classes _ieycle, a reject he found In a dumpster and modified to haul loads and carry Items.
adult,inclu
every second Saturday

of the month.
te
“They're going to have more
and more
little
electric
icles because
of the
new clean air standards
and the

:

ing industrial arts in

:

|

vate wd

Kenya, April 12 at 5 oy

es

In addition to substitute

energy for ages pre-school

oe

%

will

oiheaiicte

— oe oe

at local high schools,
he teaches classes on

Ee a

Pee

a

He started on it three months
alone

ee
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On Tap:
Sierra Nevada, Anchor Foghorn,
Steelhead Stout, Mcnally’s Extra
and Wheat Hook Ale.
854 9th Street, Arcata ¢ 822-3441

$18 General / $14 HSU Student

(under the blue awning between H & I St.)

—Dance space will be available-

FEST

BLACK UHURU
ANDREW TOSH
AND THE TOSH BAND

LOUIE

RANKIN

Van Duzer Theatre

Michael Kearns

The Works, Arcata & Eureka
The New Outdoor Store, Arcata

University Ticket Office, HSU
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“Warrior Queens’: Legends of feminine empire
By J. Waters

EDITOR
IN CHIEF

Moreov
all this ruin er,
was brought upon the Romans by a woman, a

caused them the greatest shame.

7

ee

which
in itsel

oe

“7

— Dio Cassius

io, a second-century historian, was writing about Boudica, a

Celtic warrior queen who did what Hitler and Napoleon failed to

do — she sacked London and burned it to the ground.

Boudica was the daughter of a Celtic king who, in approximately 60 B.C.,
led her tribe in a revolt against the Romans. She is also the archetypical
figure in Antonia Fraser’s 1988 work “The Warrior Queens — The legends
and the lives of the women who have led their nations in war.”
Fraser examines the lives of a number of “warrior queens” using classical
and contemporary sources. Many of the stories bear striking resemblances.

Boudica, the Celtic queen, and Cleopatra, the Ptolemaic queen of Egypt,
both use powerful goddess imagery to galvanize support. Boudica and
the Trung sisters of Vietnam both rose from rape and destruction to

rebel, then fall by their own hands.

:

One of the central themes of the book is the powerful imagery, mythical
and historical, which attends the rise of a warrior queen. Fraser contends
the human spirit “finds in the image of the strong and armed woman a
figure of awe.”
But it is clear from both Fraser’s work and other sources that much of the

>

imagery is not tied to the queens themselves, but to the men with whom they
interacted.

)
(

She uses the example of Tomyris, queen of the Massagetae, a nomadic tribe in
eastern Iran. Cyrus the Great, King of the Medes and Persians, offered himself
in marriage, but Tomyris refused and asked him to leave her lands.
Cyrus then attempted to sway Tomyris after he captured her son, but she fell
on the Medes with her forces and decimated them after a bloody battle “’which
... [judge to have been more violent than any other fought between nations,’

wrote Herodotus.”
Tomyris then beheaded Cyrus and placed his head in a sack filled with
blood as punishment for the death of her son.
Yet according to Fraser, Tomyris’ reputation survives only
as “a footnote to Cyrus’ ... . The Warrior Queen, whatever
her qualities as a general or even as a human being, begins
a long career of attachment to some male figure or figures

of supreme reputation.”
Fraser calls this the “append-

Tacitus, another Roman

chronicler, report Boudica was

age syndrome,” wherein

flogged publicly and her two

the Iceni, a Celtish tribe of
nd. When

Lh ea.
ey quic

teenage daughters raped.
female war leaders receive
Partly because of outrage at
e
prestig
or
their power
treatment of Iceni royalty,
the
through relationships with
men — be they husbands, sons _ and partly because of misrule
pd the Romans, Boudica was
or fathers.
able to raise a significant
Boudica, the Celtic ) agg
rebellion.
who rebelled against the
The Iceni swept down on
colonial government of the
ire in Britain, was’ _ the Roman settlement of
oa. of Seesslannan king of | Camulodunum with a force of
Sandie died he left part of
his estate to Rome and part to

his two daughters, with his

wife as regent.

The Romans, true to the

tradition of colonial powers,

felt compelled to take the
entire estate. There was
ly some resistance by

ica or the Iceni to this,

because Dio Cassius and

settlement and turned with
booty-filled eyes to

soil as a layer of red debris”
which is present today.

was beginning to be a thriving

defeated by the superior arms

Londinium, which at the time

trade center.

Decimating a column of

The Iceni were eventually

and tactics of the

Roman

legions, but Boudica denied

Fraser writes that the images
of the warrior queen, while

compelling, also conflict with

escape ... is surely also at the

bearer of life, and are not in

goers by the notion of the

_the role of the woman as the

keeping with the role of

reinforcements sent to
Camulodunum, the Iceni
marched on and sacked

the Romans the satisfaction of | woman as nurturers.
She also presents evidence
a triumphal parade with her
that fear among men of the
at its head — she killed

of the day “scorched:on the

children, after the battle.

Londinium, leaving the events

herself, and probably hertwo

childhood from which all
happy infants must one day
source of the impicit threat
arrior Queen.”

Whatever the case, Fraser
has produced a fascinating
history of strong females, and

| dominion of women may stem _ one which renders debate
from “authority posed in

about women in combat moot.
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most. I can never remember

' By Kirsten Frickle

ome people march to the
beat of a different drum,
but HSU music professor
and percussionist Eugene
Novotney plays that different
drum.
In fact, he plays many instru-

ments ranging from the pan, or

steel drum, to the xylophone. He
is passionate about music and

its ability to create a common
bond among people and bring
them together.

“I've always had a love for
music,” he said, “and my parents were always very supportive.” When he was 5 his parents
hired a college student to give
him drum lessons.
Novotney grew up in Cleveland, Ohio, where “there were a
lot of garage bands happening
in our neighborhood,” he said.
He would come home from
school and hang out with the
neighborhood kids.
“I wasjust taken by music,” he
said.
“I could remember sitting on
my mom’s lap and this song was
on the radio and I was beating
on the dashboard of the car,” he
said. “I would hit everything. I
loved sound.”
Novotney played piano all
through college but “liked it for

199

Classes
All classes start at 7:00 p.m.
Please Pre-Register

the sound, not so much for the

0 Wheat Weaving

technique,” he said. “Ireally like
the essence of hitting something

$15.00

May 4

and having it produce a sound.

DO Bonsai,
The Art of

“People ask me, ‘Why drums?’

Training Potted Trees
$30.00
May 5 & 12

822-2156

do.”
Music gave him something to
do when he got home from
school because he had to practice before his father got home.
But his parents never had to prod
him to practice. “The most ha-

rassment I ever got from them
was, ‘When are you going to
stop?’”
In junior high school he decided to join the football team.

The first game of the season he
broke hisright arm,acompound

fracture in two places.
“I wasn’t bummed

that my

football career or the season was
over for me. I was crying ben’tthe drums,”
cause Icouldplay
he said.
While attending high school
in Cleveland he auditioned for
the National Honor Band which
selected two students from each
state. Novotney was chosen as
one of the students from Ohio.
“That was a real stamp of validity for me,” he said.
Novotney wanted to go to
college to study music so he auditioned for the Cincinnati Music Conservatory and received a
full scholarship. There he earned
his undergraduate degree.
Until that time he played primarily drums and xylophone,
but college opened his eyes to
different genres of music and
exposed him to experimental
composers likeavant-garde per-

Itchose me; I didn’treally choose

cussionist John Cage.
“When I started college I had

thing that just touched me the

See Novotney, page 25

it,” he said. “Percussion was the

“whe

making a decision to be a drummer; it’s just what I wanted to
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Humboldt International Film Festival

Good, bad, ugly films converge at contest
By Julie Yamorsky

trimming bushes to create the
perfect sculptured suburbia.
While some of the films were
slow and confusing, others flew
by so quickly
they were nauseating. The worst film of the night
was “1-2-3-4,” a 30-second slide

U

The best way to have preared for two hours of
ving your mind jerked in different directions during the 26th
Annual Humboldt International
Fil Festival was to expect anything, but not necessarily enter-

show that went by too fast to
focus on what was happening.

Theater arts assistant profes-

sor Ann Alter was this year’s
adviser to the student selection
committee, a class offered in

tainment.
From spoofs on lawn care to
a documentary

on windmills,

spring for prescreening and
evaluation of films submitted

this year’s People’s Choice Night
— the Best of the Fest — showcased the top 20 films from more

from students and independent

“It was amazing how much

“| thought that we had a good
selection of films this year,” Alter said. “There’s some strong

filmynakers.

than 180 entries.

hard work’ went into them and
yet some of them were a complete waste of my time to watch,”
said Kent Beeson, a theater arts

ones and there are others that do

junior.

Receiving more applause than

most of the other films was the
five-minute animation “What's
This?” Drawn froma baby’s perspective of an oversized world,
is humorous film showed the
frightening
—and often disgusting—journey ofacrawling
baby

absolutely nothing for me.”
Theater arts graduate student
Mark Wilcken, co-director of the
festival, said, “If’s always kind

of a crap shoot what you’re going to get. A majority of the films

are bad and it’s really a process
to weed out the best ones.”

Wilcken said the best film of

Students from Virginia Beach, Va., produced “Zoinks,” a film based on the cartoon “Scooby

Doo. There were more than 180 entries in this year’s Humboldt International Film Festival.
some of the films didn’t know
when to end,” he said.

the

Computer information sys-

as he explores toilets with his

Wind,” a short documentary on

pacifier.
Another highlight of People’s
Choice night was the 10-minute
ironic film “Over the Hedge,” a
pseudo-documentary about

tems junior Don Lydiksen said
he was annoyed the film festival

to
vito
—

the night was “On

With

the usefulness of windmills.
“It was clean, concise and
the point. It had really nice
sual style and it knew when
end itself. That’s important

was mandatory for his visual

communications class.
“I really think it was a total
waste of my time and money,”

he said. “I don’t think it was
worth $4.”
The Best of the Fest wasn’t

always funny, but it featured
some films with technical and
informational value. The nontraditional five-minute narrative

film “Flora & Fauna” compared

picking a rose to meeting aman,

overlapping a rape scene with
poetry.

While most trips to the movie
theater are to see a horror film,
love story or comedy, a trip
taken to this year’s festival was
athemeless experience in which

films jumped from one idea to
the next with little cohesion.
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Designer pins hopes on ‘wildest work’
e Threepenny Opera won a regional contest; now they’re up for the national prize

His costumes

ning designs.
Every year colleges from all
over the nation compete at the
ACTFinall areas of theater such
as acting, stage design, makeup
and costume design. There are
eight regional competitionsand
one national competition for all
the regional winners.
For Lawrence, who hopes to
some day design for opera, this
could be a substantial breakthrough.

By Susanne Bergstrom

n HSU costume design
graduate student may
be on the brink of national recognition
as he prepares
to compete in the
Kennedy
Center’s American College Theater Festival in Washington,
D.C., next month.
Gregory Lawrence, who won
at the regional ACTF competition in Las Vegas last February,
will compete against seven other
regional winners from around

the country in Washington.
The national winner will receive an honorarium and a oneweek, all-expenses-paid trip to
New York City to visit all the
theater houses and the David
Young Professional studios. The
winners will also be published
in Theater Crafts Magazine and

“My

name

would

be out

there,” he said.
Lawrence has been nomi’ nated for ACTF before — a
couple of times for —

once

for makeup, choreography and

costume
— but this was only his

third time attending the

festi-

val.

“I was very confident this:

time,” he said.
Lawrence worked

USITT Journal of Theater and
Technology.

with

closely

director Joel Moffet, an

HSU theater arts graduate student, to come up with the costumes for Threepenny. Moffet

Lawrence’s outlandish, larger-

than-life creations for the HSU
production of the Threepenny
Opera, which played last October, were responsible for his win
at the regional competition.
“This is my wildest work —

the whole thing to be a Las Ve-

my

gas show, and I was like, ‘You

most imaginative

had rewritten Brecht’s 1930s
classic so it would have a 1990s
feel.
“Joel came to me and wanted

so far,”

Lawrence said of hisaward-win-

know, that’s a little limiting be-

cause the things I’ve seen about
Vegasit’s not what you have on,
but what you don’t have on,’”

Lawrence said.
Lawrence sketched outlandish costumes according to
Moffet’s vision. The result was
big — literally: big hair, big,
David Byrne-esque suitsand lots
of humor.
Students at the festival must
present their designs before two
groups of judges. They must
show their costume plates (artist renderings) and photos of
the actual costumes.

They must

also give an eight-minute talk
on their work.
“They really look for how you
handle yourself, your process
from beginning to end — from
your initial sketches to your
plates, to your final pictures,”
Lawrence said.
“Threepenny is usually done
inthe ‘30s ala Brecht,or Beggar’s
Opera — which is done in the
1830s — and so the judges are
oing, ‘OK, thisisa
e said.

Fe

little weird.’”

“I have no idea what I’m up

against,” Lawrence said of the /
upcoming national competion.
“For all [know I could be blown
out of the water — or I could
shine there, too.”

CHRIS VON HAUNALTERVTHE LUMBERJACK

For Gregory Lawrence, a win at the American College Theater
Festival could mean the start of a career in costume design.
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Novotney: The music beckoned

ARTIST PROFILE

© Continued from page 22
Name: Mike Rivo
Major: Journalism
Year: Senior
Discipline: Music
Hometown: San Rafael
“ Age: 22

“People ask me, ‘Why drums?’ It
chose me; | didn’t really choose it.”

no idea of what I was going to
do,” he said. “I just wanted to

learn more. When it came time
to graduate I felt like I hadn’t
learned enough. I went to grad
school as a kind of natural con-

EUGENE NOVOTNEY
percussionist

tinuation. Nothing was planned

out in advance, it just kind of

happened. My goal was to be a

better musician.”

He attended graduate school
at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, where he

was introduced to world music
and had his firstexperience with
the steel drum.
Novotney discovered the pan
through Clifford Alexis, an instructor at Northern Illinois
University and a former mem-

ber of the National All-Star
Trinidad Steel Band.
“I owe everything to him as
far as the steel drum is concerned,” Novotney said.
Last month he traveled to the
Carribean island of Trinidad to
perform in the Panorama Competition. He was invited there
by Ray Holman, the first man to
ever write an original composition for the steel drum.
It was his dream to go to
Trinidad. “It took me 12 years to
get there,” he said, “but this was
beyond my dream of going there
as a tourist; I was going there to
participate.”

Novotney played with the
120-piece Pepsi Cola Hummingbirds Pan Group which placed

seventh out of 50 semi-finalist
groups.
ovotney wasn’t the first
American to participate in the
Panorama Competition, and he
wasn’t the only American com-

peting this time, but he said the
feeling of being a minority was
definitely present.
“I always had people in my

face checking me out,” he said.
“At first I was intimidated by

this, but then I honestly started

to thrive on it. It gave me energy. It was fun to show these

people that I could do it.”
Novotney compared the Panorama Competition to the Super
Bowl.

e What instruments: Guitar, bass and piano
e What he does: “With piano, I’m doing jazz. I’m
most comfortable doing ballads. | haven‘t got my

had just returned to Ohio when

he received a phone calland was
told he had been hired.

chops up to where | can play bop. On guitar, | love
playing blues; for a guitar player, that’s what it’s all

He has been teaching at HSU

since the fall of 1985. He started
as a part-time employee, moved
up to full-time temporary status
in 1987 and has been a tenuretrack professor for two years.
He is taking next year off to
finish his doctorate at the Uni-

about. On bass, | play funk.”
e The group he plays with: A four-piece jazz combo

at HSU which consists of a clarinet/flute player, a
bassist,

e The combo’s next gig: April 30 at Van Duzer

Theatre.

versity of Illinois.
He started the HSU Calypso

e The state of today’s music: “It’s getting more and

Band in the spring of 1986 and
also conducts the HSU Percussion Ensemble.
He teaches percussion classes

more difficult for people who actually play instru-

ments. Music has gone technological. | hear guitar

majors and the very popular

playing now that’s not a guitar player; it’s really a
guitar part from a track recorded 20 years ago on
some Parliament record.”

upper division general education class, “Rock: An American’
Music,” a course he helped de-

the world and they really want to experience more
than the kind of traditional American music weve

and private lessons to music

“It’s somewhere between war,
a sporting event and music,” he

said.

e On Arcata musicians: “They have a large view of

velop.

Novotney came to HSU “by

all grown up on.”
e Making a living with music: “It’s hard. That’s one of

“I feel lucky,” he said. “The

chance,” he says. He was tour-

energy level is there; it’s almost
built into the class.”
When asked about his plans

ing as a percussionist in the

musical “A Chorus Line” and

decided “touring was not the

the reasons I’ve diversified and tried to learn other
instruments. There are a million guitar players, so if
you can play piano or bass, and do different things.

for the future, Novotney just
smiled and said, “You've got the
enjoy what you have right now,
because you really don’t know
what’s coming tomorrow.”

life for me.”
He decided to go into teaching. “I had no idea where Humboldt was,” he said, “but I ap-

plied for the job anyway.” He

a drummer and Rivo on piano.

you’ ll have a better chance of working.

— Reported by Bill McLelian
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Spinal Tap makes a video comeback
ness and

By John Coxtord
CURRENTS EDITOR
For Tapheads around
world,

a sequel

to

the

1984’s

rockumentary “This Is Spinal
Tap” would be something on
the order of a Second Coming,

an occasion for fire, brimstone,
spontaneous combustion ... all

went

on tour with

Lambs Blood, a Christian rock
band.
“The Return of Spinal Tap”
was scheduled tohit rental stores
today. At
press time, a
Figueiredo’s Video Movies employee was unsure if the store
had ordered the video.

“This Is Spinal Tap,” filmed in
documentary style under the

of that.
Or so it would seem.

direction of Rob Reiner (“When

Yes, “Spinal Tap Returns” is
finally ready for release, but
don’t look for it on theater marquees. This baby’s gone straight
to video.
“To celebrate the year before
our 26th anniversary,
we wanted
to give our fans a gift,” said Spi-

Me”),

nal Tap vocalist David

Harry Met Sally,” “Stand By

St.

was

a tongue-in-cheek

chronicle of the lives of mophaired rock ‘n’ roll stars.

The film, which poked fun at

just about every facet of the rock

‘n’ roll experience, achieved cult

status in the mid-1980s.

Who can forget Spinal Tap’s

parody of

psychedelic music,

Hubbins (Michael McKean) ina
press release. “It’s a gift they
have to pay for, but we wanted
to give it to them anyway.”
The gift is a one-hour, 50-

“Listen to the Flower People”?
Or the scene when it performs
its heavy metal anthem, “Rock

10 years of “isolation.”
There is live footage from
Tap’s concert at London’s Royal

of Tap’s

minute profile of the band in its

Albert Hall, an event which promoted its latest album, “Break
Like the Wind,” as well as footage of the group in England,
where it explores its “humble
origins.”
Spinal Tap members are
shown oe
their personal
interests during the 10-year hiatus.

Lead guitarist Nigel Tufnel
(Christopher Guest) organized

the non-profit charity TFA

(Travel for Animals) to help. ani-

and Roll Creation,” and Smalls

gets trapped inside a glowing

stage-prop pod?
Even the names

Just after “This Is Spinal Tap”
hit the box office, the group released an eponymously titled
album containing songs from
that film, and released another
album, “Break Like the Wind,”
last summer.
The group toured during the
summer to promote the latter

album, which many reviewers
panned.

“The Return of Spinal Tap”

mals obtain passports for exotic
vacations.
David St. Hubbins was hiding out in Pomona, Calif., teaching soccer to youths and manag-

that begs the question: Can the
group “tap” once more into the

and Shearer. Rob Reiner was not
involved with the project, a fact

ck in England, bass player
Derek Smalls (Harry Shearer)

hearts, veins and spines of its
loyal followers?
Get a copy of the tape, fire up

helped his father service his expanding phone-sanitizing busi-

self.

ing some local bands.

Saeed

ficticious albums are hilarious:
“Smell the Glove,” “Shark Sandwich,” “The Sun Never Sweats,”
“Intravenous de Milo.”

was written by Guest, McKean

the VCR and discover for your-

Espresso
Cappuccino
Organic Coffee
Lunch

© sc"
oP Medical Group & Counselling

nos?

°

¢ Family Planning

¢ Counseling for men-women-children
¢ Family Medicine
fee based on sliding scale, insurance or Medi-Cal
785 18th Street
“JUST OVER THE FOOTBRIDGE”
Hours: M-F 8am to Spm
822-2481

Spinal Tap attracted a cult following after the release of 1984’s “This Is Spinal Tap.” Members
of the group are, from left, Derek Smalls (Harry Shearer), Nigel Tufnel (Christopher Guest) and
David St. Hubbins (Michael McKean). The group’s latest rockumentary has just been released.
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School of Phish
Sunday night’s Phish concert in HSU’s East Gym started about an
hour late, but it didn’t take long for the music to cook once the
Vermont-based band took the stage. The foursome (lower left)
which consists of keyboardist Page McConnell, Trey Anastasio,
bassist Mike Gordon and drummer Jon Fishman, delivered with
crowd-pleasing antics like the “beach ball jam” (lower right),
where each band member is assigned a beach ball which is then
thrown into the audience. The band member jams according to the
action of the ball. Anastasio (right) suppiled most of the vocals for
the evening.

PHOTOS BY DAVID KLEINPETER
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S| HSU dominates Hayward tournament
Edmonds leads two-game sweep before series is rained out
By Ray Larsen

Rome, the No. 1 pitcher in the
nation.”

layer of the week
Humboldt State catcher Kim
Edmonds was named player of
the week by the Northern California Athletic Conference in a
release Monday.
The Milpitas senior had four
hitsin six at-bats in two gamesat
the Hayward Tournament, including a two-run homer in
HSU’s 7-3 victory over Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo.

Softball team faces
UC Davis Saturday
Humboldt

State

hosts

a

doubleheader against Northern

California Athletic Conference

leader UC Davis Saturday at 1
p.m. at the Arcata Sports Comlex.

On Sunday Division I team

Santa Clara hosts HSU for a noon
doubleheader rained out earlier
in the season.

Soccer team takes

Sac State tourney
The Humboldt State men’s
7

soccer squad parlayed a pair of
victories into victory, winning

theSacramentoState spring tour-

nament Saturday by virtue of

goals scored.
The Lumberjacks tied UC
Davis 1-1 in their opener, then
knotted 3-3 with the host Hornets. The ‘Jacks’ four goals were
the most scored in the event,
giving them the overall victory.

Murphy named
hoopster MVP
Junior forward Rich Murphy
was honored as most valuable
player at the Humboldt State
men’s basketball honors breakfast held last week.
Junior forward Chris Guptill

was named top newcomer, junior forward Scott Mather most
improved, junior guard Scott
Betts best defender and sopho-

more forward BeniComma most
inspirational player.

HSU sends four
to 10K nationals
Humboldt
Trovinger,

State’s

Corey

SumScott Whitham,

mer Eckberg and Alice Atkinson

all qualified for the Northern
California Athletic Conference

championships in their first
10,000-meter races of the season

at Stanford Friday.
In the men’s race, Trovinger

clocked 31 minutes 27.7 seconds
while Whitham was in at 31:32.3.
In the women’s event, Eckbe
was timed at 39:42.94 an
Atkinson came in at 40:05.44.

Justifyingits No. 1 NCAA Division II ranking, the HSU
women’s softball team beat Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo 7-3 and
buried College of Notre Dame
8-0 Friday at the Hayward Pioneer Classic Tournament.
The tournament was rained
out after the second inning of
HSU’s game against Western
Oregon Saturday, but not be-

HSU was ranked No. 1 by
Division II coaches in a March
24 poll. Cal Poly was ranked
eighth.
“(Tammy) Zimmardi,our second

baseman,

tripled,

then

Edmonds homed,” Cheek said.
“She got all of it— way over the
left-fielder’s head, I mean way

over her head.”
“Iwas thinking ‘just get a base
hit,’ and she

put it right there

fore Catcher Kim Edmonds led

for me and it hit the sweet part

off with a triple.

of the bat,” Edmonds said. “Last

“I think we served notice that
we are No. 1 in the nation,”
Head Coach Frank Cheek said.

year I didn’t hit at all off of her.
We played twice and I didn’t
get a base hit.”
In addition to her two-run

“We beat Cal Poly, who was
ranked No. 2 prior to last week,
and

beat them

and

we

convincingly,

knocked

out

(Julie)

homer, Edmonds got two
singles off Rome in the Cal Poly

game and was 4-for-6 for the

tournament.
Freshman Jennifer Fritz hit 2-

for-4, nailing a two-run double
in the fourth inning against Cal
Poly.
Pitcher Terra Anderson
pitched the first four innings of
the five-inning game against
College of Notre Dame, showing improvement on the
mound.
“Let's say that she pitched an
average game—I wouldn’t say
anexcellent game,” Cheek said.
“Anderson has the ability to be

a front-line pitcher in Division
RS
“Right now Anderson’s biggestenemyis Anderson,” Cheek

said. “I’ve tried every motivational tactic available, but she
allows her emotions to govern
her actions.”

Cheek said once Anderson;
gets a couple of good wins she
should be more comfortable on
the mound.
“Anytime
you do wellit helps
your confidence,” Cheek said.
“A win over Notre Dame was

not a win against a ranked opponent ... when she gets one of
those under her belt, I think her
confidence level will go up.”
The Lumberjacks next play
Davis at home April 3 at 1 p.m.
“Davis is coming here and it
should
be two good ball games,”
Cheek said. “They’re currently
ranked fifth in the nation.”
“Davis is in first place, one

game up on us, and they play

Chico Wednesday,” Cheek said.
“Thatcouldbecritical.
They could
lose against Chico, I hope they
do.”

Division II coaches rank HSU softball No. 1
hind UC Davis. HSU won two
LUMBERJACK STAFF

When the NCAA Division II
women’s softball rankings came
out March 24, nobody was more
surprised than HSU Coach Frank
Cheek that the Lumberjacks
‘were ranked No. 1 in the nation.
“Being No. 1 took us by sur-

prise. I thought we were in the
top five,” said Cheek. “There are

six regions in the United States
and four of those regions picked

us as the No. 1 team.”
The Lumberjacks (22-3 over-

all, 12-2 conference) may be No.
1 nationally, but they are second

in the Northern California Athletic Conference standings be-

games at the Hayward Tournament this weekend, while UC
Davis lost twogames before beating Chico State.

“This week proves the selec-

tions were right because Davis
dropped two and we spanked
Cal Poly,”Cheek said. “It wasn’t
a fluke.”
HSU was ranked 11th ina preseason
poll, one of two non-

scholarship programs in the top
20. Consistent defense and solid
hitting have contributed to the

No. 1 ranking in the coaches poll.
The team hits .369, and has 46
extra-base hits. Three starters —
Kim Edmonds (.438), Jennifer
Fritz (.417) and Anetra Torres

(.424) — have batting averages
over .400.
“Word travels. When youplay
good ball, word gets out. I think
it’s predicated on the fact that
this past four years we’ve done

got Stacie Lonquist,
all-state selection.”
“{Kim] Edmonds
great ball all year.
ably the best lead-off

steadily improved, we’ve won
three titles, went to the Western
Regionals and placed second and
third, and we’ve beaten good
ball clubs. We're pretty solid and
we work hard.
“We had a pretty fair nucleus
coming back this year. We picked
up some good players,” Cheek
said. “Key recruits were Jennifer

Fritz, a blue-chip first baseman,

can hit with power and she’s
smart on the bases.”
The Lumberjacks will have a
chancetosilenceany doubtswhen
they take on UC Davis ina 1 p.m.
doubleheader atthe ArcataSports
Complex on Saturday.
“You've got the No. 1 team in
the nation playing against the No.
5 team in the nation. What more
can you ask for,” said Cheek.

Tammy Bostain, another bluechip, and in our outfield we’ve

a good crowd there.”

well,” Cheek

said.

“We’ve

a first-team
has played
She’s probhitter we’ve

ever had,” said Coach Cheek.
“She can hit the long ball, she

“School's out, so we should have

HSU scores

easy victory

against VOP
By David Courtland
The HSU women’s lacrosse
club extended its record to 6-1
with a 13-4 victory over the visiting University of Pacific on
Sunday.
HSU had jumped out to an 8O lead by halftime, scoring three
goals in the first three minutes of
the game.
Denise Gremminger

scored

HSU’s first two goals, the second one with an assist from
Nicole Matthews, who scored
the third.
HSU goalie Kathy Kimm held
UOP scoreless in the first half,
allowing only 10 shots on goal.

see Lacrosse, page 31

fi
TERI CARNICELLI
/ THE LUMBERJACK

Women’s lacrosse club member Nicole Matthews (No. 88) scores HSU’s third goal in as many

minutes with an assist from Paula Swenson (No. 23).
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Losing effort
for the!ball
battle tt
Chie
Senior attack Tom McCabe (left) and freshman midfield Jason
its hopes for a second
againstan unidentified Sacramento State Player. The team saw
Arcata Sports Complex
straight victory dashed as It lost to Sacramento State 14-8 at the
despite a hat trick from junior midfield Cari Erickson.

intramural Tournament

Play Continues This Week,

Lacrosse

Good Luck to All Teams!

° continued from page 29

and
Gremminger
again
up
d
Matthews teame
as
late in the game
Matthews passed the ball

Tournaments will resume
Monday after
Spring Break

Upcoming
Tournaments:
Humboldt Intramural Short
Course Triathlon
Sunday, May 2,1993. 10:00a.m.

- $10.00
Cost: Student - $8.00 « Community

to Gremminger, who was
in position to score HSU’s

guinuay

era sblebsts

(Brackets and seedings posted in
Forbes Complex)

final goal of the game.
Gremminger led in goals
scored with a total of four.
HSU’s Paula Swenson
scored three, followed by
Jessica

Stark

and

Nicole

Matthews with two each.
UOP players Angela
Gray and Julie Vares
scored two goals each, and
Borden = and
Wendy

“They played really
good, but it’s kind of hard
to judge against this team,”
Hall said.
The women’s lacrosse
club next faces UC Berkeley on Saturday and UC
Davis Sunday, both at

Chrissy Peters scored one
goal each.
HSU women’s lacrosse
coach Gail Hall was happy
with the club’s performance, but he noted it
came against a less experienced UOP club, which is

home.

playing its first season.

Women’s

9
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Slow-Pitch: April15, 16 & 17.

Co-ed& Open divisions.

Tea¢ m$15 community Team.
Cost: $40
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Local anglers predict good spring fishing
@ North Coast fishing spots offer

fish can be found in Freshwater
Lagoon, although the average
size of the fish caught will likely
be smaller than other lagoons.

opportunities unavailable in other

parts of the state at this time of year.
By Ryan Jones

For some, spring break means
heading south ina quest tocatch
some rays — but for others the

break means a golden opportu-

nity to stay in Northern California in a quest to catch some fish.
The concentration of lagoons,
lakes, rivers and coastline found

in the northern part of the state
offers anglers an opportunity to
catcha variety of fishes not found
anywhere else in the state at this
time of year.
Among the fish most popular
to catch in the waters off the
North Coast are red snapper,
rock cod and perch.
Freshwater fisheries include
bass, crappie, rainbow and cutthroat trout as well as the wiley
steelhead trout, unique to northern waters during the spring and
summer.
Saltwater fishing should be
some of the most steadily productive during spring break if
nature cooperates,

said Mike

Kuczynski, owner of Eureka Fly
Shop, located at 505 H St.
“If the ocean lays down alittle
more, which it looks like it is, I
would go out on ajetty (in southern Humboldt Bay) and go rock
fishing,” Kuczynski said.
David Schachter, owner of
Time Flies at the corner of 8th

and J streets in Arcata, agrees
the coastal fishing should be

good during the break.
Schachter warns anglers of

unpredictable swells and currents this time of year.

“Rock cod fishing ought toget
good,” Schachter said, “but in

The Mad River Fish Hatchery

the springtime we can get some
pretty ae
oer pretty fast,
and people are swept off the
rocks every year.”
Schachter added that the best
places to hook some red snapr and ling cod should be the
jetties and Elk’s Head, a few

has stocked Freshwater Lagoon,
the smallest of the three, with
massive amounts of rainbow
trout in the past month.
“We've put 6,000 half-pound
trout in Freshwater Lagoon in

the month of March,” said Ken
Gallagher, the hatchery man-

near Bluff Creek, should produce some good trout, bass, and

blue gill fishing over the break.
Ruth Lake, southeast on Highway 36, should also be a good

spot for trout and bass if the rain

stops long enough for the lake to

clear up a bit.
If warmer weather continues,
Trinity Lake near Weaverville is
likely to be an excellent small-

mouth

bass

fishery

while

Lewiston Lake, directly south,

Coast “has been getting real
_ lately,” Schachter said, and
e noted the best runs ought to
be off the shores of Mad River
Beach, the beach at Orick and
near the mouth of the Eel River.
Big, Stone and Freshwater lagoons, located roughly 30 miles
north of Arcata and easily accessible from U.S. Highway 101,

“Trinity is definitely in the happening
mode for bass, definitely ... if | was

going to fish for trout, though, |

of the three, has been producing
good numbers of cutthroat trout
in the 15- to 20-inch range, as

well as steelhead.
“There have been quite a few
cutthroats caught (in Big Lagoon) and quite a few steelies

too,” Schachter said.
Stone Lagoon is home to some

steelhead, but the abundance of
large cutthroats dominate

the

lagoon, Schachter says.
“I'll guarantee you the state
record (cutthroat) is swimming

around in there,”Schachter said.
Stone is also the only lagoon
that offers the opportunity of
landing a sturgeon, a large fish
that has been known to reach
lengths of 10 feet and is a cov-

eted catch by anyone’s standards.
The highest concentration of

conditions that create very low

visibility for the fish.
The-poor visibility coupled
with high and fast river conditions will make fishing North
Coast rivers during the break

steelhead, as itclears up quickly

would fish Lewiston.”

because of its large size.
Although the Mad River is
DAVID SCHACHTER
owner of Time Flies in Arcata

offer unusually diverse fisher-

ies close enough together to fish
in a single day.
Big Lagoon,
the southernmost

Although the large amounts
of rain that have fallen this year
have brought more steelhead
than usual into the rivers, with
that raincomes muddy water

—_ But with the reward of
catching the strongest fighting
fish pound-for-pound in
Northern California, you may
still want to test your skill.
The Klamath
River should
be the best bet for spring-run

miles north of Trinidad.

Perch fishing off the North

in any of the rivers on the North
Coast.

unlikely to clear in time to be

productive during spring
break, it will support a large
run of spring steelies, or “blue
backs,” this season.

ager.
Mild temperatures in the
spring produce an excellent bal-

ance of trout, crappie and bass
fishing in many lakes of Northern California.
The bass fishing picks up in
the spring after a dormant winter because of the warmer tem-

peratures found in shallow waters and water near the surface

will make for better trout fishing, says Schachter.
“Trinity is definitely in the
ret mode for bass, definitely,” Schachter said. “If I was
going to fish for trout, though, I
would fish Lewiston.”

The most difficult fishing over

spring break will be, trying to
hook into the elusive steelhead

Fishing on the Mad should
be excellent when the river
drops and slows downenough
to get either a lure or bait to
drift along the bottom regularly.

The Eel and Smith rivers will
hold some steelhead this
spring, but the runs should be
fairly small the rest of the sea-

son.

in deeper areas where the sun

can reach it.
At the same time, trout continue to thrive during the spring
in many lakes where deep water
stays cool enough for trout to
continue active feeding patterns.
The increase of insect activity
due to new hatches produces
more food for hungry trout that
often means excellent fly-fishing conditions.

Fish Lake, just off Highway 96

Where to find your favorite fish
Best bet:
jetties
Orick
lagoons
Trinity Lake
Big Lake

What:

e
e
e
e
e

Rock cod
Perch
Trout
Bass
Steelhead

Student Special

* Free Admission *
on Fridays with student I.D.

50% off every day with student I.D.

Live Horse
s Unbelievable Desserts -

Racing

eSeafood

via satellite

_

* Mexican Food
eFullBor

intastic

e Fantastic

At Atmosphere

e Sun. Brunch (9 am-2 pm)

Redwood Acres Fairgrounds
e Large multi-screen coverage
e Wagering and payouts just
like at the track.
¢ Daily food service; beer and wine
e Large no-smoking room

Doors open at 11 a.m. Wed.-Sun.
First post at 12:15 p.m.
Free handicapping class - Sat. 10:30 a.m.
For more info call 445-3037 or 445-1756
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The internal combustion engine

ye

is economically and environmenA less expensive means
tally costly.

PP

Pe

Sar

of transportation must be devel-

We
2

the resources
oped and HSU has
to take an active part.
Alternative vehicles are presently in experimental stages or not
ee. by customer standards.
means two things:
e People have to change their
perception of the function of a car.
e Efforts need to focus the-on the
development of vehicles that operate on alternative sources of energy.
HSU can accomplish these goals
by using the students and Arcata
citizens who have historically
shown willingness to alter their
lifestyles for the purpose of pollution reduction.
Some departments already have
effective programs.
For instance, Campus Center for
uses soAppropriate Technology
tz Hylar energy while the
drogen Plant stores solar power as
hydrogen.
But despite efforts by the dedicated few, environmental action
must appeal to the general public.
A mainstream approach, such as

regular and ea
classes on the

education

ge

gt

building of renew-

able energy vehicles, would get
more people involved.
Builders have shown materials
are inexpensive enough to pursue
rmanent production.
Although the future for alternative vehicles looks promising, there
are problems that must be resolved:
e The light-weight style of
sample vehicles in the market don’t
to families, despite their
—
affordability.
e A large array of solar panels is
needed to gather the necessary energy to power a Car.
with
ly,
g acar
nt
packin
Conseque
its own panels would be inefficient. Power storage facilities similar to gas stations must be provided.
Since there are not sufficient raw
materials to store energy in batteries, projects like the solar hydrogen project in Trinidad would
make storage easier.
- Despite problems with solar energy, it is not the only source to be
explored — windmills and hydroelectric power are also alternative
forms.
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Letters to the editor
planet. However, humans, unlike most

The land as resource

nse to comments
Iam writing in
his letter to the
in
k
made by Jesse Poppic
editor in the March 24 issue of The Lum-

tte accused speaker Alston Chase of
using misinformation and incorrect definitions, yet, he is guilty of the same.
“s letter was extremely vague
Po
and
misleading.
He appears to imply that views of humansas stewards of the land and theland
as a resource for humans, are somehow
destructive.

:

r

Poppick also ome the advocation of
these views and the manipulation of ecosystems with all destructiveenvironmental practices.
umans and all species have no choice
but to use this planet asa resource. Everything we are and use comes from this

Questions regarding the editorial conteofntThe Lurnld to the editor.
be directed
shou

‘The Lumberjack editorial is written based on the majorboard.
r's
editorial
ity opinion of the newspape
articles reflect the
Guest columns and
of the writers, notnecessarily those of The Lumberjack or its
staff members. The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for
guest columns. Submissions must be typed and less than
600 words.
to sthe Editor can be mailed or delivered to The
Letter
Nelson Hall East 6, HSU, Arcata, Calif. 96521.
Letters must be received by 5 p.m Priday, and must be 200

words or less. Letters and guest columns must inchude the

in
writer's name, city, phone number, and major and year
school if from « student. They are subject to editing for
grammar, style, content and length.

other species, must “manipulate” the environment to obtain even the most basic
of our needs:
e Lumber to build our dwellings must
be taken from the forests.
e Food must be planted and grown;
c farmers must plow and fereven 0;
tilize their fields.
e Material for clothing must be grown
or otherwise extracted from the environment.
Humans have more than the three basic needs of food, shelter and clothing, all
of which require us to manipulate ecosystems to some degree.
The way these ecosystems are used
must be properly managed to ensure
minimal impact as a result of our use.
Although humans are responsible for
this management, it is not synonymous
with “stewardship.” Shouldn’tthe proper
use, respect and management of the Earth
be advocated?
I find Poppick’s comments disturbing
for an individual who presumably will
soon graduate and enter the field of resource management.
David McEnulty

junior, natural resources

Don’t whine — get a job

I’ve been homeless, lived in my truck,
bathed ina river and cooked overacampfire.
It didn’t keep me from getting a job.

I'm tired of the whining. Since moving
to Humboldt County in September I've
read many articles about how to help the
homeless more.
They could do a lot more to help themselves.
Last Friday I was laid off. Tuesday I
was out looking for work and saw the
people protesting the shelter closure at
the courthouse: mostly young, able-bodied men, not the group shown in your
otos.
I’'mnotreally mad at them. Offer someearn
toity
opportun
the
one a cheorck
k
one and too many will take the checand
then ask for more.
How about offering some ideas?
© Go to construction sites and offer to
work.
° Pick those flowers that needed picking.
® Do what you’re able, and at the very

least, help each other.
A shave and a haircut wouldn’t hurt.
If they were just out of a shelter, why
do they look like they were dragged in by
the cat? Fifteen minutes in a gas station
washroom can make someone look better than that.

I know — I’ve done it.
Icontacted about 30 potential employers in the last two days — I got a job.
America offers the same opportunity to
everyone.
Bob Newman
Eureka

Thanks to the fans

Iwant to take this opportunityto thank
The Lumberjack, the Marching Lumberjacks and the entire campus community
for the support it gave the HSU women’s
basketball team during our run for aconference championship.
The newspaper pictures and coverage
were much appreciated, as was the regular, enthusiastic attendance of our infamous band. Both had a large part in
.
bringingso many students to our
the
by
thrilled
and
We were amazed
interest shown toward us by this campus
when school got searwarcans inJanu-

ary. It seemed everyone

a word of

encouragement or congratulations, and

that’s what makes athletics more than a

personal extracurricular endeavor.

The excitement, interest and pride that
flows around a campus, when and if its
team proves to be a cut above the rest, is
something to relish and give thanks for.
For all but the last week of the season
we were at the top of the conference, and
The Lumberjack, the band and the campus community were behind us every
step of the way.
Your support and excitement was the
other team in the conferenvy of every

ence and will long be remembered.

Pam Martin
head coach
all team
basketb
HSU women’s

See Letters, page 33
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Cultural relativists
Diversity welcome — except ‘right wing’ religious
pc

ultural relativism is not
just politically correct —
itis the new-age religion
and woe untoanybody
who does
not bow the knee!
Scathing attacks, scornful rebukes and name-calling (e.g.
“anal thinkers,” “hate-mongers,” “right-wing religious fa-

natics”) are commonplace in

classroomsand conversations on
the HSU campus when referring
to those who march to the beat of
a different drum.
Ifind this very ironic. Cultural
relativism is supposed to demonstrate and promote appreciation and
for all cultures
and belief systems and, for the
most part, the relativists are ex-

tremely open-minded.
They seemingly welcome with
open arms every non-Christian
world religion, new age mysticism, animism and occultism. So
whysomuchintolerance toward
those who believe in one God —
in Jesus Christ —and

in the stan-

dards of truth and character revealed in the Scriptures?
Here follows the creed of the
cultural relativists:
e It’s okay to be religious as
long as you don’t believe your
religion is really true.
e It’s okay to believe in right
and wrong

° Continued from page 32

Thanks for insight
Thank you, Dawn Alvarez, for your
i
tful opinion asa
t columnistin
the March 24 issue of fhe Lumberjack.
Your column is truly a breath of fresh
air with respect to biased, exaggerated
and
ted prattle surrounding
the accusations of bigotry and hatred toward those who disagree with homosexual behavior.
Mark J. Davis
senior, forestry

The fact that Christians believe

the claims of Jesus Christ, who

America even before our nation’s
commencement and it, more

said, “Iam the light of the world;
anyone who follows me will not
walk in darkness but will have
the light of life” (John 8:12).
There are many in our community who believe in Christ,
many whose lives have been
changed by His love and truth.

as long as you know

that your
beliefs are merely an
illusion and have nothing to do
with the relevancy of reality.
e It’sall right to believe in God
as long as God has no gender,
offers no truth and proclaims no

Letters:

moral values that we find offensive.
° Yes, as long as God is sexless, amoral and totally subservient to our standards of cultural relativism, God is fine.
¢ Oh — and it’s important to
know God had absolutely nothing to do with the creation of the
universe or human beings.
¢ Acreator God would tend to
dethrone us from the lofty place
we have reserved for ourselves.
As a Christian I acknowledge

A recent article in The Lumberjack

stated campus food service has been fi-

nancially hurt by declining enrollment.
More than that, I believe the Depot is
losing customers because of indifference
to customer needs.
Why is it we can get a beef and bean
burrito for $1.25 and two for $2.00 but we
can’t get a bean and rice burrito special

for a standard price, since rice is cheaper
than beef?
When I asked the manager about this,
I was given was that
one of the excuses
on certain
sometimes they get s
beef that is cheaper
— for instance,
items
than rice.
While I found this hard to believe and

my food dollars off camended uptaking
to a place where I can get a bean and

| Paul “Tex” Butterfield

in fl eving
[exten comes
is in full swing.
mation
State Senate candidate
Republican
Handley is repeating the mis—
leading claim that Democratic State
ae ee Thompson waar

Ooo

byrunning

scons

0

to set

he mcd i
the recor:

Kirkpatrick for A.S.

If you haven't heard
Kirkpatrick, soon you will.

of Jason

is running in this district
Th
state
because the Republican-controlled
Court gerrymandered his St.

ena home into the new 2nd District.

In order tocontinue torepresent

Nap

and Lake counties, Thompson mustrepresent the 2nd Senate District.

not created by

Thompson, but
by the

mid-term retirement of Barry Keene, as
Handley is well aware.

Kirkpatrick

more

time being

native to the California
HSU’s
State Student Association than he does

quite the con

3

Nor does iota vend hing
is wrong mean we hate those
who dowrong, The apostle Paul
wrote, “God demonstrates his
love for us in that, while we were
all sinners, Christ died for us”

(Romans 5:8). We seek to have
the same love.
The Christian faith was im-

planted deep within the soil of

Jesus Christ from the dead is

more than sufficient evidence to
conclude the Christian faith is
uniquely true.
e invite you to examine the
claims of Christ and to worship
Him with us.

than any other factor, is responsible for our country’s strength
and

tness.

Abandoning that faith is like-

wise responsible for our nation’s
moral and amg decline.
Faith in C

Ford is the pastor of the Arcata
First Baptist Church.

ist is not some ir-

the budget negotia-

d

Last

Th
tions, forexample,
150 million from UC,

nity

tried tocut
CSU and commu-

administrative overhead. Un-

rtunately,

Gov. Wilson opposed theidea

and chose instead to raise student fees,
cut classes and build more
a ce

ico—

owner and not

i

ell, it’s true, Handley isn’t a professional politician. But that’s only because
every time she runs for office the voters

And itisalso

yss
busine
isale
true Hand

But has Handley ever pointed out
owner.
how she made millions? Of course not.

ted
_ Inthe 80sGov. Deukmejian appoin
tion Com-

Handley tothe StateT

this race will save us from being misrepresentedin the state Senate by Margie

and when CalTrans paved state roads.
cankccin with the state, making millions

on his school work. If you know anything
about the fee increase situation or the
CSU trustees, chances are you got that
information via Kirkpatrick.
spends many days fighting for us
He
around the state and he also has a strong
with much of the HSU student
rap ort
y, faculty, staff and administration.
He can work well with anyone in any

ness and interest in issues, not one that
dominates.
Kirkpatrick is also a man of results.
Those working with him find themselves
just as excited as he is and just as willing
to take action.
Keep your eye on him. He’s in the back
of the A.S. office and is often the focus of

situation.

Thon

Jason’s very existence is devoted to
ing others toeducate themselves
to take a stand for what they believe

in.

twist —
He leads with an —
that raises awarehis leadership is one

off taxpayers’ money.

ee

of interest was the

subject of an investigation by the Fair

P'No!
suprisingly,time Handley
i
talking about
pending
ot

Ag

surf

y,

i

now

any-

except current and relevant is-

in two short years as a
Thompson,

state senator was named Legislator of

the Year by the California School Boards

Association, California Association of
Persons with Handicaps and the California Abortion Rights Action League.
is not your typical legislaThompson

tor. He is the only Vietnam veteran in
the state Senate and the only senator to

refuse pay during the state budget crisis
last year.

.

It’s an easy choice for me, as I am

voting on their records. On April 27 I'm
voting for Mike Thompson.

Editor's note: The run-off for the 2nd

Seen en
R-Margie

ot
and

ee en

D-.

is the result of the March 2 special election.

school

Handley, who wants to

Ten. cenee science major is a very

advocate of students’ rights and
devoted
a candidate for A.S. a.

in Him —

funding.
Instead of cutting valuable services,
has consistently tried to cut
waste at the top.

because

.

rice burrito for $1.20, I was left wonder-

ing if a beef-eating Lumberjack reporter
into the
would be interested in looking
or her
h
i
quality of the beef included in
burrito.
Lisa Butterfield
senior, child development

everyone who does not believe

Voting on records: Thompson clearly
best choice for 2nd Senate District

tC hlepeceiaiaction for the 2nd Senate

Depot indifferent

relevant relic or antiquated superstition
— it is a vital, fulfilling and exciting relationship
with the God of the universe, the
God who made us and loves us
and seeks
us for fellowship with
Himself.
If relativists believe we will
ever give that relationship up
and bow our knee to the em
god of cultural relativism,
are deceiving themselves.
The historical resurrection of

in Christ does not mean we hate

ae whee you see

Jennifer Rice

- senior, natural resources

HSU Leadership

Conference coordinator
Editor’s note: A.S. elections will be held

April 27-29.

Great coverage
Julie Yamorsky wrote an article on our

band, Bocephus Und Ed.
Not only was she a caring, nurturing
interviewer, but also she quoted us entirely in context — we even sounded
smart. Now that’s talent.
We would like to extend our thanks
and wish her the very bestin love, lifeand

journalism.

vingilial

Bocephus Und Ed
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shouldbe, too...ourcurrent elected
campus government has been ineffective at working against fee
increases andstaff reduction. Vote
Blaze Baker for ASB President on

EXCELLENCE IN ON-SITE
MACINTOSH REPAIR, upgrade
and system design. System Shop
=r

‘April 27-28.

We fix Laser Printers,
4ai

too

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING &
TRANSCRIBING NEEDS call
443-6128 and ask for Mearl.

s12

REASONQUALITY TYPING,
Terry McBride
ABLE RATES.
Typing: 442-6511. Pick-up and
si2
delivery available.
WORD PROCESSING $2/PAGE.
Manuscripts, brochures, flyers,
general typing, etc. 24-hour
messages, 444-4711, w/touch
tone. Enter your phone number,
hang up after “thank you.”

HAVE YOU JUMPED? Freefall
Bungee Guides, trips by appointment. Gravity, smiles and reasonable rates guaranteed! For more
info or to book a jump call 8262001.

TRAVELLING? $500 travel
voucher goodfor anywhere American Airlines flies only $400 OBO.
Call 826-1265, ask for Drew.
IBM-AT COMPATIBLE; 8 Hz, 5
Mb RAM, 30 Mb H.D., 2 floppies,
SVGAcolor monitor, 24 pin printer,
software. A great machine, perfect for word processing. $995.
444-8973, 444-2270 (Bob).

TIMET OF YEAR AGAIN,
ITS THA

graduation and the end of the
school year are around the corner.
Let PEMBERTON’S PACK &
POST help with your shipping
needs to wherever your next destination may be. We ship either
UPS or USPS. We are located in
the Uniontown Shopping Center
by Safeway. Call us if you will
need your stuff picked up.
2020.

NOTICES
NEED TO TALK TO WOMEN
WHO HAVE HAD ABORTIONSdoing study involving emotiona
effects, positive or negative. Will
take approximately 20 minutes.
Call 826-9123.
BLAZE IS ALL FIRED UPI! You

826s/12

CHEMISTRY 106 TUTOR
NEEDED. Start ASAP, will pay
going rate. Call 826-1783.

ANYONE NEEDING CAMPING,
SKIING OR AQUATIC EQUIPMENT should call Center Activi_

OPPORTUNITIES
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYEarn $600+/
MENT-fisheries.
week in canneries or $4,000+/
month onfishingboats. Freetransportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience
necessary. MALE OR FEMALE.
For employment program call 14/14

206-545-4155 ext. A6047.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGhl
trave
ont
+ world
Earn $2,000+/m
bean,
Carib
the
(Hawaii, Mexico,
etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career employment available. No
experience necessary. For emjoyment program call 1-206-634-

PY0468 ext. C6047.

GREEKS

*

& CLUBS

ties at 826-3357. Stoves, sleeping
bags, canoes, fishing poles, lanwetsuits,
coolers,
terns,
snowboards andski equipment are
all available. Come by the University Center to pick up a complete
list of rental items.

THE UNIVERSITY CENTER
BOARD OF DIRECTORS is accepting applications for student
members for 1993-94. Letters of
ation are due to the Univer5
sity Center Director's Office
For
p.m. on Friday, April 2, 1993.
details call Administrative Secretary, Janet Nelson, at 826-4878.

THE FAIRVIEW REGENCY will
have a few two-bedroom suites
available June 1 for one-year
leases. Downtown Arcata next to
Angelo’s Pizza, 545 H Street.
One of
Close to everything.
Arcata’s nicest.

Furnished or un-

furnished starting at $478 monthly.
$200 deposit. Serving HSU for

$1000

twenty years. Call now before the
April rush. 822-2146.

IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.

MACINTOSH PLUS, SE OR
CLASSIC. Will pay fairprice. Good
condition only. Call Cynthia, 445-

available May 21,

$585/mo.

Teagardens, 587A 12th St., corner of F. Three blocks from campus, 1 block from town. 822-4092.
BED2 &3 ,
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
. 4
AGE
GAR
ROOM APT WITH
bedroom house, 2 bath, double

garage, lots of extras.

Call Ana,

a1

822-5064.

LOST & FOUND
HUMBOLDT STATE PIN FOUND

Sunset Avenue sidewalk 3/22/93.

Call & identify 826-2624 between
6-9 p.m.

YOU'RE READING THIS—SO
WILL YOUR CUSTOMERS! Call
826-3259 for Lumberjack Advertising. We have sales reps to call
on you, and designers to help design your ad, all for no charge!

3166.

The Lumberjack Newspaper

if you qualify. Call

Ext. 65
1-800-932-0528,

and its advertisers

Cd

request the honor of publishing
your wedding plans
in the issue of April 21.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED. The
Adult Re-entry Center at Humboldt
(ARCH) is looking for peer counselors and office staff. Must be
have good people skills.

Universit)

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT

And a FREE

Call 826-3259

able to work independently and

The

ROOMMATE LEAVING END OF
MAY. Need a female to share my
two bedroom apartment at the
H St. $239.
545 y,
Fairview-Regenc
| am a
e.
monthly one year leas
Ukiah.
om
political science seniorfr
Call Katie, 826-2374.

Geis

Board

feyi

Dyinee cela.

puter experience a plus.

to make an appointment
to have your photo taken
by one of our staff photograaphers.
liasng plans
Tell us your weddi

Com-

On the

job training provided. Meet other
active, change-oriented re-entry

students. Call 826-3360.

NEEDS STUDENT BOARD
MEMBERS
for 1 to 2 year terms,
beginning with
1993-94
Gain experience in:
¢ Policy Decision Making
e Financial Budgeting
e Facilities Management
e Personnel Management
¢ Programs / Services Oversight
e Long Term Planning
¢ Setting Goals for Student Union

CCATIS CURRENTLY ACCEPT-

ING APPLICATIONS for two co-

A

directorships positions forthe May

i
and we'll tell the world!
For FREE!

Call now!

‘93-May ‘94 term. Please provide

letter of intent and résumé. Contact CCAT for further details.

SPRING BRAKE?!
t
soameiee ee

ONE BEDROOM

Call 822-89

—

|

“praEXRke inepection® BY
Nel

sa

THEFAR SIDE

APT. FOR

$250/
_ RENT May 15-Augt5,
09, Leave

Loaner Bicycles Available!

Enjoy the Far Side!

= By GARY LARSON

Tuesday Evening

Report
at 7 p.m.
l
on Educationa Access

Every

T

- Cable31

Arcata's only

“~e
Letters of application due
by 5pm April 2, 1993
Addressed to:

Janet Nelson, Directors Office,

University Center

LIVE
TN.

Newscast!
Tuesday Evening

sonar

Report

scuss

with live viewer cal-in.

Produced by

journalism

WSU

:

Office Phone: 626-5567

Wednesday31
Music
e Doug Vanderpool hosts

the Blues Jam, 9:30 p.m.
at Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.

et Cetera
e Returned Peace Corps
volunteers discuss commuhealth and education
nursing in Guatemala,
5:30 p.m. in Nelson Hall
West 232, 822-3342 for
information.
e “A Report Back from the
4th National Conference
on Ethics in America,” a
presentation by members of
the Graduation Pledge
Alliance, 5 p.m. at the
Campus Center For Appro-

priate Technology (Buck
House 97), 826-7033 for

9:30 p.m. at Jambalaya,

822-4766 for information.

¢ The All Seasons Orchestra, a community orchestra
sponsored by Arcata Parks
and Recreation, performs a
benefit concert for the
Sunny Brae Middle
School's music program, 7
p.m. in SBMS's gymnasium,
822-7091 for information.
¢ Rolling Bob, 9 p.m. at the
Humboldt Brewery, 8262739 for information.
e Dave Trabue & Roundup,
9 p.m. at the North Coast
Inn, 822-4861 for information.

e Marti Mars and the Red
Planet All-Stars, 9 p.m. at
the American Deli, 82
Sunny Brae Centre, Arcata,
822-2262 for information.

information.

Thursday 1

Music

Music

e Jaime Byrd hosts Acous-

e Anna Banana, 9:30 p.m.

at Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
e The Beamers, 11:30
a.m.-1 p.m. at the Crosswinds Restaurant, Tenth
and I streets, Arcata, 8262133 for information.

Friday2 Music

tic Talent Night, 9:30 p.m.
at Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
e The Beamers, 9:30

a.m.- 12:30 p.m. (for
brunch) at Crosswinds,
826-2133 for information.
e The Beamers, 6-9 p.m. at
Ottavio's International
Cuisine, Seventh and F
streets, Arcata, 822-4021
for information.

eThe Whole Enchilada,

9:30 p.m. at Jambalaya,
822-4766 for information.

¢ Doug Vanderpool, 9 p.m.
at the Humboldt Brewery,

Monday

5

Music
eTeddy Taylor & The

826-2739 for information.

Maez, 9:30 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for

North Coast Inn, 4975

information.

e The Guitars, 9 p.m. at the

Valley West Blvd, Arcata,
822-4861 for information.

Saturday3
eThe

Tugsday6
et Cetera

Music
Whole Enchilada,

te

em:

CALENDAR

¢ Open mike poetry night,
8 p.m. at Jambalaya, 8224766 for information.

Teva
For Faculty & Students on the Go!
We're open Monday - Friday
ampm
- 5:30
8:30

as well as Saturdays

Wednesday 7
Music
e Buddy Brown hosts the
Blues Jam, 9:30 p.m. at

the North Coast Inn, advanced tickets available,
822-4861 for information.

Tugsday13

et Cetera

e Omele de Omere, 9:30

p.m. at Jambalaya, 822-

Jambalaya, 822-4766 for

e “Astarte Presents” poetry
series presents Crawdad

information.

Nelson and Pat Grizzell,

et Cetera

7:30 p.m. at the Ink People
Gallery, 411 Twelfth St.,
Eureka, 442-8413 for
information.

e The Adult Re-Entry
Center at Humboldt

et Cetera
e The Humboldt Child Care
Council offers a four-part

series of workshops for
starting a licensed daycare service in the home,
7 p.m. at 805 Seventh St.,
Eureka, 444-8293 for
information.

ounday

4766 for information.

(ARCH) presents “Kids on

the

increase the visibility of

1

the HSU campus, featuring music, storytelling,
games and more, 11 a.m.-

Music

1 p.m. on the Quad, 8263360 for information.

eJaime Byrd hosts Acous-

Thursday 8
Music

tic Talent Night, 9:30 p.m.
at Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.

mation.

Ottavio’s, 822-4021

for

information.

be 5 p.m.,
April 12.

Monday 12
Music

Frid

e The Tipton Saxophone
Quartet, 9:30 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for

Music

Et Cetera

information.

e Stone Crazy, 9:30 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for

information.
¢ Tone Talk, 9 p.m. at the

Humboldt Brewery, 8262739 for information.

e The Roadmasters, 9 p.m.
at the North Coast Inn,
822-4861 for information.

Saturday

The next issue of The
Lumberjack
will be April
14. Deadline
for submissions to the Calendar
will

e The Beamers, 6-9 p.m. at

e Small Fish, 9:30 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
e The Beamers, 11:30
a.m.-1 p.m. at the Crosswinds, 826-2133 for infor-

.” an event to

children and parents on

10

Music
e Doug Vanderpool & The

Swamis of Soul, 9:30 p.m.
at Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.

e The Northcoast Chapter of
the California Native Plant
Society hosts a talk by
Richard Beidleman entitled,
“Frontier Naturalists
Along the Pacific Coast,”
8 p.m. at the Natural
History Museum, 1315 G
St., Arcata, 826-2758 for
information.
e Returned Peace Corps
Volunteers speak about

MARCH

CLASSES

e

teaching industrial arts in

I ae a.

DUITFAE

Kenya, 5 p.m. in Nelson
Hall West 232, 826-3342 for

[D

OPEN
DAILY
822-4269
941H
St. Arcata

information.

e Stone Crazy, 9 p.m. at

the Humboldt Brewery,
826-2739 for information.
e Merv George, 9 p.m. at

AGENCY

The

Woman

AN. cader

223 Seoond St.—

Monday —

s Bookshop

Old Towne

« Ewha

Satuulay, 10 — 6 * 445-3950

Celebrating Women Through Books, Music and Art
April's Art Show: Snapshots of Asia

— SALE—
All Greeting

Artists reception Friday, April 2, 6:30 - 8:00p.m.

Cards 40% off

Sikkim & Misso Crafts by Dr. Rami Samuelson

{MAD

RIVER

CHIROPRACTIC
Louls Mihalka, D.C.

10 am -2pm
Open longer to better serve
your travel needs.

Licensed Chiropractic

Sports Physican
T

843 Tenth St. « Arcata

822-1787
“serving Area travellers Since 1973°

Music

e Sports
770 11h St.
Arcata
e 822-7044

e Neck & Back Pain
eTension Alleviation
Headaches

BS
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I
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e
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Michelanjelo’s
FAMILY
SPECIAL
4 Salad Bars plus a

pitcher of Soft Drink
q »
$

j

822-7602

$122 Off Any Small Pizza
$29 Off Any Medium Pizza

_ Dizz ing

|

93° Off Any Large Pizza
DOUBLE COUPON
BON
DUPON BONUS

OFF

aD

k&S

; OFF

a

me

pe

any Extra Large Pizza
Any
Any omen

oroe Large Pizza

OFfF.....Any Smail Pizza

Michelanyelo’s

Drinks.

tt.

Michelanjelo’s
6th & J « Arcata

9.2
1-2 3

&

q >

=
with coupon

Sport
Specials

,

neat

—.

6th & J « Arcata

.§22-7602
Expires 4.30.93

Expires 4.30.93

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS « TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS « INTERNATIONAL MAGS, NEWSPAPERS

a

adie: TT

© CAPPUCINO
e PASTRIES

tr

e JUICE BAR

ae

rr

INCLUDING HOLIDAYS

FIND TUBS

Sun - Thur: Noon to 11 em

gpccmmces evs:

CORNER 5th & J STREETS. ARCATA # CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

